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: “Hamiltonize|and Economize” 

‘eg. 

i. Catalog No. 7, 1929 

: Hamilton Manufacturing Company 
Factory and Generar Offices: TWO RIVERS, WISCONSIN ; 

: Branch Office and Warehouse: RAHWAY, NEW JERSEY i 

“a F A Hamilton Dealer is Near You 3
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i N EVERY age there are men and 
re oreword ° events which stand out promi- 

nently, and which become history, 

never to be forgotten. While 

man can plan and accomplish his 
dreams and ambitions, history 

will continue; and progress will, we hope, be ever upward toward perfection. It has long 
been our purpose to build the best and most enduring line of drafting room furniture 
possible to produce, and we are gratified to notice rapid progress in the right direction. 

The Hamilton line of Drafting Room Furniture is the largest in the world; and it has 
reached this position by virtue of the excellence of the workmanship, design, and ma- 
terials that go to make up the finished product. Our half century of manufacturing 
experience has been a real asset, not only to us, but to the ultimate consumer. 

A few years ago we purchased the business and good will of The Economy Drawing 
Table and Manufacturing Company, and The American Drafting Furniture Company, 
and with this new impetus, and the acquisition of their accumulated ideas, patents, de- 

, signs, and experience, we are better able to serve the trade than any other firm that 
has been, or now is, in business in this field. 

We are fully equipped with the latest, modern, labor-saving machinery; and have had 
€ large experience in the handling and seasoning of lumber. 

The lumber preparation is carried out to a scientific exactness that was not possible a 
few years ago. When our lumber is finally made into the finished product, we know 
it is going to give the best service that it is possible for high-grade materials to give. 
We manufacture our own steel furniture, and our large steel plant is as complete and 
well organized in every way as our wood-working plant. 

Previous to a few years ago, drafting room furniture designs in general, and filing 
equipment in particular, have been haphazard and misdirected. Realizing this fact, the 
Hamilton Manufacturing Company has made a careful study of this field, and have 
experienced designers, specializing in standardization, perfection of design and con- 
struction, and new equipment to increase the efficiency of the drafting room. 

When you have become better acquainted with Hamilton Equipment, you will real- 
ize more fully the truth of our slogan, “Hamiltonize and Economize.” 

In presenting this catalog to the public, we are confident that the goods shown herein 
will fill a real need for Drafting Room Furniture of quality, and that our reputation for 
square dealing, fair prices and honest workmanship will be further augmented. 

In addition to the large plant and offices at Two Rivers, an eastern branch is main- 
tained at Rahway, New Jersey, from which all orders from territory east of Pitts 

© burgh are filled. Hamitton Manuracturinc Company, 

~~ 

: i ii



OAK FILING CABINETS : 

° # f £ 

“© Hamilton Oak Sectional Planfile Cabinets © 
e204 f ehe bl 

: PURPOSE: These cabinets are in use in thousands of draft- 

a HR l 378 ing rooms, and are giving universal satisfaction, for the ‘sys 

fj = tematic filing and protection of drawings, tracings, blue prints, mg a g 2! : " 
j a be 2 maps, photographs, art work, etc. They are indispensible in 

4 ‘Dd > sd “Sab: 37 © the modern drafting room, and will save many times their cost. 

G20 / “By Lgl ‘ha: FLEXIBLE: They are made uniform in size and finish so that 
tm La) eo) new units may be added at any time, and they can be stacked 

=: Cd 38 to any reasonable height. ; 

| me AS AN ART FILE: These units are senecially sdapieble 94 an 
= =e, | es [ne Art File. The style A drawers are for large drawings, and style 

2a\h Leatd = ca a pate 37 PR C, D and E drawers for smaller sizes of art work. 

| os | lo Saw STYLE OF DRAWERS: All units are furnished with style 
= ee i A drawers unless otherwise specified. Hold-down devices are 

3: toa extra, 
3 aI i i Se 0 = 

7 Cu se Dimensions 

H a od ss Units Width Length Width Depth 
% — m oO. inside nside jutside jutside : tee o w Ni Insid Insid Outsid Outsid, 
= No. 32 a2” 42," 4514" 349," 

a ~ No. 37 25” 3754" 4034” 27% 
— &® Les 37 No. 44 38” 50” 5354" 4034" 

f 7 38 Eee Ea Cea REEL nin OR CMRI On 

3? e | P Ho! No. 44 Units are made only in the units given on page 5. Spe- 
a Po cial sizes are made on order. 

fy 
| ® hoe 

Sa \H gin eS ae 
= KS ee 

. RGAE SSSR 
Combination No. 35 (3042 Line) \ “SING oa x Combination No. 29 (2436 Line) \ Les SSS 

CONSTRUCTION : These units are made of well-seasoned kiln-dried oak. WS SASS are 7 
All tops, bases, and sections, of the different sizes mentioned above, are of Baar € 
course, uniform, so that other units may be added at any time. 

All joints are well glued, and glue blocks > Style B 
are used at frequent intervals to make ee 
the cabinet firm and durable. The sides tee 
are paneled and they are made throughout ener res LA 
in a first class manner. ISS SSS BS SSS . 
Drawer bottoms are made of 3-ply lam- QR See eos 
inated stock. Plywood is the strongest SS ee 
construction known to wood working gee 
science for drawer bottoms. These bot- 
toms are made in two panels resting in Style. C 
grooves in a center support for extra a m 
rigidity. res - - I > 
Lea craves are sone’ with dove- . — >< a 

. . tailed joints and slide in grooves in the SEE eee cee 
Dovetail Con: HOH. cabinet, there being no rails between centre SS 

them. The back of each drawer has a four inch hood, and the divided \ SSS Z sae 
drawers also have a hood for each compartment. = ssi 
MATERIAL: Made of well-seasoned kiln-dried oak. As fully 95% of the 
units wanted are of oak, we do not attempt to carry them in stock in other Style D 
woods, but we can furnish them in other woods and finishes at special prices. z 

TRIMMING: We use oxidized drawer pulls and label holders. ae <—s Es Zan 
ea ee FINISH: Our standard finish is light golden oak. On other woods we put * wet we 

on any finish desired. ee “ _ os 

HAMILTON PLAN FOLDER: This is a new device for simplifying filing, LOSS Ve ae 
and eae wear on \ aca A a 
tracings. Each folder will 
hold about one hundred 
tracings, and a regular two- Style E 
inch drawer val take four sa. - 
folders. These folders are , KK ko 
furnished at extra cost. We Oe ee 
recommend in this connec- ; Cathe Se NN a. 
tion the use of Hamilton Oot SR ON eae ——_ ." es = a j Folder Lifter No. 1958. Ce SS ee o Si 4 12). m : 
Ges Bauce Page 12) Hamilton Tracing Folder = 

i C4) Hamilton Goods are Sold by the Better Dealers 

‘



OAK FILING CABINETS 

Hamilton Oak Sectional Planfile Cabi « amilton Oak Sectional Planfile Cabinets 

ee 

Unit 32-B, 37-B, or 44-B Unit 32-H, 37-H, or 44-H 

EE 

“a im ——- 
cs a ae | | 
_ = real | 
as) | 

ib. = aS | 

Unit 32-A, 37-A, or 44-A | 

Unit 32-J or 37-J 

be a a | we | BS } 
“a = a | z + | 

yo — ~ si a || 
a, sae fen) | 

> sed ty | Unit 32-K or 37-K 

Unit 32-C, 37-C, or 44-C = SERENE 

ei Se 
: _ fe Sl San 

: ——a— aes) a 
% me nina ra —_ = 

€ ee fy Po ee 

aa a = Unit 32-L or 37-L 

rT we - ee , Se 

Unit 32-D or 37-D Pc ii 

Sa Leas eee 

a ee | 
” bes ro) | 

Unit 32-M or 37-M 

a 
Unit 32-E or 37-E aa a —— Ss 

peg ate. ope a 

as “a a ae | ed Be 

j eS Unit 32-P or 37-P 

oO Cod io es 
t eee vce a moni a ace ne 

i iy =| , t i i if 

Unit 32-F or 37-F S ee 
lass See ee 

7 hot 

5 teense eee | ee 
. cm a 

rl Lene | 

Unit 32-G, 37-G, or 44-G Unit 32-R (see page 6 for description) 

Units No. 32, (3042) line) are for plans 30x42”, and are 32x4214” inside. : 

qc Units No. 37, (2436 line) are for plans 24x36”, and are 25x373@” inside. 

Units No. 44, (3648 line) are for plans 36x48”, and are 38x50” inside, 
For further details see page 6. 
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OAK FILING CABINETS ean 

a 

il k Vertical Planfile Unit N R Hamilton Oak Vertical Planfile Unit No. 32- © 
PURPOSE: This unit is made to file tracings, drawings, or art work 
vertically, much in the same manner as a vertical letter file. The left- 
hand drawer will take drawings up to 2114”x16”. The right-hand 

4 iow drawer will take drawings up to 18” x 16”. 

=. DRAWERS BALL-BEARING: The drawers are made with steel bodies 
wr MS and slide on ball-bearing rollers, making them very easy running. 
i ie 3) 

INTERLOCKS WITH REGULAR UNITS: It is made to interlock 
with our regular No. 32 wood blue print units, and of course will fit the 
No. 32-B Cap, and the No. 32-G, 32-H, and 32-J bases. 

THE NPE TABS: The illustration of the drawer shows the com- 
Planfile Uni . 32-R, pressors and folders. We furnish with each drawer, 9 compression guides, 
ese eee and 54 folders with blank tabs. 

THE COMPRESSION SPRINGS: The illustration of the sectional view of the draw 
er shows the compression springs which hold the contents in place. sop 

DIMENSIONS: Width, 45)”; Depth, 343%”; BES (aA 
KS. ee) Height, 1974”. One drawer 2134” x 28” Inside. - gee Kg P| 

raat fo One drawer 185%” x 28” Inside. ( (aac ute He Las 

NA ry MATERIAL AND FINISH: Made of oak, light oa eS IN rs 
VV WY golden oak finish; the same as our regular units. a 

Lavin Veal lll SHIPPING WEIGHT: 185 Ibs. = 
sileleb LT | | | NOTE: For all dimensions, details, weights, etc., ett: y 

VCARAIRA AAR ORI ite DARIAN of all Hamilton Oak Sectional Planfile Cabinets, see 

deck lnlenbblaa Hadad below. 
Sectional View. Drawer Showing Divisions. 

Hamilton Oak Sectional Planfile Cabinets 
ee 

General Description € 
ES US a ca aN ER Jane eS A Re a ee 

Inside | Width of | Depth of | Outside | Width Height | Shipping 
No. OAK PLANFILE UNITS Length | Drawers | Drawers| Length | Over All | Over All} Weight 

Inches Inches Inches Inches Inches Inches | Pounds 

3042 Line 
32-A | 5-Drawer Section with Oak Top Attached .....c-ccccccccsccss| 424% 32 2 45% 84% 15% 180 
BOSH ree Oates Cape ease ete rey ec accra Caan aceon pci ney fy, 4545 35 8 65 
82.0 A Meutbenwor Section ace secc ee ee I apa 32 2 451% 34% 14% 145 
G0.) 0 | MeDPAwek Section Wo wen ake eee el. 32 356 4515 3436 14% 130 
32-B Welch pee Secon (eee. ee nae re el ai 32 7% 4515 84% 9% 80 
Hout! 4) Bagel witht Diawor:. 20sec Ceol aoe 32 5 4516 845% 9% 85 
32-G Plain Base ...........c-scssensassencstsnerestentestencessoesessacnertenasstennstsunennens: paasas owe ea 45% 84% 4 80 
32-H Low Sanitary Base .........----------c-s-cceeseeressrenenteccnnsensntnnsncesnenss sabeenehal or eoeten 45% 38436 5% 85 
32-3 High Sanitary Base ...............-c..-cccsssscseernseserssncestqeentsonentsneness aeeme sion peas 454% 349% 22% 60 
32-K Two Drawers 20x82x8%” with Tool Tray No. 124 and 

One Drawer S2x42 96x20" ic. cccsscscetesstkecctssccksLescvenctvseatetenal  uhccsess i ee 45% 843% 9% 110 
8221s «| Rhree Dehwersteece tet eece ee eect ne eared. 82 2 45% 345% 9% 110 
32-M Two Drawers 20x82x3%" with Tool Tray No. 124 and 

Three Drawers 824256 %2" --cese-ssessessscsssseverssstsesseenesteeeee] cessenee ae Pe 45% 84% 14% 145 
32-P 6-Drawer Card File Unit for 4x6” or 8x5” cards -..-..0---f 0 2. aah weutes 454% 84% 13 95 
82-R. Two Drawers for vertical file of plans -W.....cccceecee| cece Se esos 45% 84% 19% 140 

2436 Line 
87-A 5-Drawer Section with Oak Top Attached -......-..--00---| 8756 25 2 10% 27% 15% 140 
870 Bois | Oaks «Caprese tt eau oneeien se emer eee et see a as 40% 28 8 50 
87-C BaD TAwer See tlw = ak cscy-aosenenc scence connordsdencecosassceeswieseonatcssecanvessond 8756 25 2 40% 275% 14% 120 
S10. | geenwer Section he Coe ee aren 87a 25 356 40% 27% 141% 110 
37-E T-Drawer Section: 5 ccissceceeen.c.s-cnrnseeacaneonnensessemenasevenssercaetrersersaerathe 8756 25 1% 40% 2756 9% 65 

37-F Base with Drawer .....--.---.----------s---s+sseeessenenesensecenssnnenenssenees: 875% 25 5 40% 273% 9% 68 
STG Sole Pitas Baee Greener ees true anne Aan oneeereee| | Sec ge eee 40% 21% 4 28 
37-H Low Sanitary Base .....-.-..----ee---cre-s-0--ornesonernniessenneseeennasesenns: Seats eae Sais 40% 278% 5% 30 
BIST: RighySunttaty Base ccna ae am on] haut as ou 40% 27% 22% 55 
37-K Two Drawers 1756x25x3%” with Tool Tray No. 129 and 

(One Drawer SU 0ax20x2" seo cca eee Bae 40% 27% 9% 85 
37-L Us DPR WOE BOCHOT eos bess een cer crcreecaaeeie cet OU, 25 2 40% 2736 9% 90 
37-M Two Drawers 175¢x25x8%” with Tool Tray No. 129 and 

Three Drawers 8756225X2" sscccccstscusscsssseccecseseeesseseeeeer]  sonnneae a iia 40% 27% 14% 105 
37-P 5-Drawer Card File Unit for 4x6” or 8x5” cards 2) is ear 40% 27% 1% 85 

3648 Line 
44-A 5-Drawer Unit with Cap attached —........-.-.secseeseseeeeen 50 38 2% 58% 40% 16% 280 
44-B MR OR Gy oan cas scbwsnvcaccaceancas loge cnsesiaxassnsoerte-sanauensamsnaen teas eeSkes so Seauee 5336 41 3 10 
44-C BeDrawers Untie ase ee oe ee ee ee Ea 38 2% 583% 40% 16 285 
44-G MAW Ee Si Th RASC poss toecceesan cee caamatee cds eactersstesucssrseqcenee eae eee aiinioes. erst erence 533% 41 4 55 
41s. pflow, Sanibiry? Basa cite ue es nt Pam oe oN 53% 40% 5% 40 
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i a LS OAK FILING CABINETS 

SS  —— Garr) 

7 E Oak Sectional Planfile Cabinet 

all | ao 

LOOSE CAP NO. 200-E (Large) 4” x35” x47” Outside. “id Lee) a 

Shipping Weight, 50 lbs. a cy = 

LOOSE CAP NO. 220-E (Small) 4” x29”x 41” Outside. iz — —< 
Shipping Weight, 40 lbs. ch = a 

SIX DRAWER UNIT NO. 206-E (Large) 1742” x35” x 
47” Outside. Drawers 2” x 32” x 44” Inside. Shipping 
Weight, 180 lbs. 

a SIX DRAWER UNIT NO. 226-E (Small) 1742” x 29” x 41” 
a — Pan Outside. Drawers 2” x 26”x38" Inside. Shipping 

= Weight, 150 Ibs. 
ra ee = a 

J Ca = 
rae — = 

FOUR DRAWER UNIT NO. 204-E (Large) 1742” x35” x 
47” Outside. Drawers 31/, x32” x44” Inside. Ship- 
ping Weight, 170 lbs. SANITARY BASE NO. 218-E (Large) 8” x 35” x 47” Out- 

FOUR DRAWER UNIT NO. 224-E (Small) 1744” x 29” x aide. Shipping Ww ctstit/40) ibe 
41” Outside. Drawers 3,” x 26” x 38” Inside. Ship- SANITARY BASE NO 238-E (Small) 8” x 29” x 41” Out- 
ping Weight, 140 lbs. side. Shipping Weight, 30 lbs. 

The quality of ECONOMY SECTIONAL PLANFILE CABINETS is well known, and the hundreds of users of these 
x units will no doubt be pleased to know that they can obtain new units, to match those in use, at any time. 

€ } We illustrate above, the units that we shall continue to manufacture and carry in stock. 

Made of oak, finished to match regular Economy Units. 

Hamilton Pi Hole Cabinet N amilton Pigeon Hole Cabinet No. 40 

Many architects, engineering firms and others find it necessary to file some of their plans, draw- 

ings, blue-prints, etc., in pigeon hole cabinets or cupboards. This cabinet has been designed to 

Pr Be ae ee take care of this condition in a systematic manner. 

-——— There are forty pigeon holes in the cabinet and the front is covered by a swing door with a 

good catch making it dust-proof when closed. Over each pigeon hole is a label holder 4” x 

al al alll al 5” for proper indexing of the contents. 

eee When it is desired to store short rolls of drawings, we supply false backs No. 41 which, after 

being sawed off properly are placed in the back of the pigeon hole, making it the desired depth. 

DIMENSIONS: Width, 28”; depth 4514”; height 84”. Pigeon holes are 6” wide x 634” high. 

a MATERIAL AND FINISH... «2.020-2--:2-2-e:-sesoesseseessesseesesee-Made of Oak, Light Golden Oak Finish 

, Ee ee HOW. SHIPPED: 2.0 era ie 1 pute 0 einen eee tan ee yo aerate ee eres Oo MIP DeG Seer UD: 

se a RS The cabinet shown is a representative design; it is not carried in stock, but is made on 
= order. Can be supplied in wood or steel, with pigeon holes of any size and depth. 

—— Unit pigeon hole cabinets can also be supplied. If either cabinets or units are to be 
placed in a vault, the size, “in the clear”, of the vault door must be given. 

We have, from time to time, supplied pigeon hole units to interlock with our regular 
qc blue-print units. This, of course, limits the depths of the pigeon holes, 

| 

Hamilton Drawing Tables Outlive the Purchaser G7) 

ff



COMBINATION DRAWING TABLES a 

So Ea 

Hamilton Combination Tables and é 
one ° 

Filing Cabinets Nos. 20 to 27 
Combinations Nos. 20 to 22 —3042 Line 

pene 7 Z = tt Combinations Nos. 20, 21, and 22 have the same units but differ- 

\ \ ent size tops as noted hereon. Units are as follows: Two No. 32-C 
‘ Units, each with five drawers 2” x 32" x 4214” inside; one No. 32-H 

Y 2 Sanitary base; one sketch box 2”x3234"x4374” inside with a draw- 

= ae — \ ing board top and a tilting adjustment. Also a No. 120 swing 

= a = ro ¢ drawer and tray. It is 556"x1014"x14Y4" outside, and has a drawer 

ry ay = i 314."x834"x13”" inside. The top projects over the front from 6” 

i a) ~S to 8” on No. 22, but only 214” to 444” on Nos. 20 to 21. The 

fee i) i tilting adjustment permits the top to be raised and lowered 10 

-—% ri as inches on the level, and tilted to almost any desired angle. The 

a ay = top remains rigid at all times. Height with top down 3814”. Total 

lina yi a height with top raised 48”. 
os ia = 
a a) cca No. 20 with a top 36”x 54”................... Shipping weight 460 Ibs. 

slo No. 21 with a top 36” x 60”......................Shipping weight 475 Ibs. 
No. 22 with a top 42” x 72”....................Shipping weight 550 lbs. 

Combination No. 20 
(3042 Line) 

° ° ‘ 
Combinations Nos. 23 to 25 —3042 Line 

Combinations Nos. 23, 24, and 25 have the same base, but with . Panera 
tops as given hereon. The Units are as follows: One No. 32-C a -_ ws € 

Unit with five drawers 2"x32"x4214” inside, sanitary base No. 32-J, = bes fe amd 
and drawing board top equipped with slides so it can be drawn a ra ieee 

forward. Also No. 120 swing drawer and tray. Total height 3914”. a (al — 
fos ri a 

With its five large filing drawers and sliding drawing board top, 

this combination is a very useful and durable piece of drafting 

room equipment. 

No. 23 with a top 36” x 54”........................shipping weight 300 lbs. 

No. 24 with a top 36” x 60”........................shipping weight 325 lbs. 

No. 25 with a top 42” x 72”........................shipping weight 400 lbs. 

Combination No. 23 
(3042 Line) i 

Combination No. 27 — 3042 Line 
This combination has a portable drawing board, which, when 

“a in use, rests on the front of the large drawer, and has blocks 

: at the back to give it the desired slant. 

Ax ea oe cae When the drawing board is not in use, it is placed inside of 

Z the large drawer. This leaves the top of the filing cabinet 

lime Li oN clear and unobstructed for reference or other purposes. 

ox La fe Under the large drawer are three file drawers 2”x32"x4214” 

inside. The base is No. 32-J Sanitary Base. This combina- 

tion is also equipped with No. 119 Swing Tray, at no extra 

cost. This Tray is 734”x1134"x1)4” high inside, and 9” x 

13” x 17%” outside. 

Dimensions 

The cabinet top is 3474"x4554". The drawing board is 

31”x42". The large drawer is 4/"x32"x42/4” inside. Total € 

Cotibincdan Neo OF height without drawing board, 38”. 

(3042 Line) SHIPPING WEIGHT: 240 pounds. 

(8) Hamilton Economy is Good Economy
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» Hamil Vertical U-Planfile N 00 05 ( amulton Vertica -Planfile Nos. 4 to 4 
Made of Hardwood, Olive Green Enamel Finish 

This vertical planfile is designed ET 

naa ; to file efficiently individual = =a Sei E- : Te] 
= tracings or drawings, vertically, =F Seal Hoe 4 

without danger of sagging, eee a le | i a ey 
crumpling, or breaking down. No SE tring j 
fastening at the top is necessary. Sor 7 i | q | fo 

Compression as applied in the Hamil- 4 ey ie Ea 
ton Vertical U-Planfile is the only suc- iS i el Py 
cessful method by which cloth or tis ————e : Z 
sue tracings, blue prints or sketches —— Sy EC : : Se 
can be placed in an indexed folder, ee 
and positively held flat and smooth. 

FOLDERS: All folders are double 
folded at top edges for extra strength 

Half Size Case and Serer for expansion. This 
gives stiffness to the top edge, prevents 

Nos. 401, 402, and 405. tearing and makes it easier to handle. 

| = | 
Ly GT o Wil g 

| AN 

Re en — va anne 
j a | be i i " | \ [| 

fy iy Fee OOS Aa | aid Hal Full Size Case 
‘| i) i d= | ; ql Nos. 400, 402, and 404. 

iy ee TW 
q ura aa PA RAGIN hal - a v 

| it AZ ty Wy Pee ee Paperoid folders are furnished exclusively because they 
| uy Y V7 MN Ce] will stand up under the hardest use. This stock is 

kK I] ii e ft Fie (ip mierous eee. red in color and has a hard, smooth finish. 

~ al Pee eS eTA WO Dea TU a Cue len ile SBoN: The Hamilton Vertical U-Planfile is also very well 
€ \ Pigs see onal wie: oft compression, nine ine tracings, held is adapted to the filing of maps and specifications. 

Planfil ‘ i i rti iti - ¢ gt, Planfle "showing gprings brine (represented yersical prition bY MATERIAL AND FINISH: Made of hardwood, 
compression. 42x30” size and larger. 2, Fig. 3. olive green enamel finish, to match steel cabinets. 

New Ola Economy | No. of Size of No. of | Outside Size Shipping 
No. No. | Pockets Folders Folders Wide, Inches | High, Inches | Deep, Inches | Weight, Ibs. 

400. |  3624-F 12 | 24x36 48 Aa aT Ni Bey, 230 
401 3624-H 6 24 x 36 24 INS 2 Sen singe 160 
402 4230-F 12 | 30x42 48 ABUL Ee BOVaccs || 009614 285 
403 4230-H 6 30 24223) 24 484 | 364 14144 190 

404 4836-F 12 sO eee 48 VE GHNSE Ai NNR AD 3% 261 320 
405 | 4836-H 6 | 36x48 | 24 544%, | 4254 144 220 

° e e * °° “| 

Hamilton Sectional Reference File Combination 19 —3042 Line 
This is a comparatively new idea in most drafting rooms. The purpose of this planfile is to save wear and tear on valuable tracings, 
by having a file of blue prints of the original tracings. These blue prints are filed in an inexpensive cabinet of oak, and they are 
referred to, revised, corrected, or otherwise used to the best advantage. 

Most of the wear and tear on tracings is done by handling, filing, re- 
filing, and referring to them for information; where a blue print would 
be much more practical to use for many reasons, a 

Alterations and notations can be made on a blue print from time to ee ry me 
time until it is finally decided to have the work done on the original : rH ® 
tracing; referring to the original tracing for information sometimes in- ibs a ia 
volves considerable loss of time, to locate it, check it out, and refile it; Ld a Be 
with danger of an accident to it from spilled ink, or tearing it while 23 os Bs 
removing from file; handling tracings interferes with their transparency, mn ee 
crumples the edges, bends and curls the corners, etc. All this can 
be avoided by having a blue print file of active tracings only, purely 
for reference, etc. | 

For example, many tracings cost from fifty to one hundred dollars or | 
more to produce, while an oak reference file of five drawers, a cap | 
and base, with a capacity of from 2000 to 2500 prints will only cost | 
between forty and sixty dollars, depending on the size. | 

c A reference file will save many steps to the filing vault, and will pay | 
for itself many times. 

Of course, it can have as many drawers or units as desired. Reference File — Combination 19. 

Ask the Draftsman Who Uses a Hamilton Table G9)
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Hamilton Steel Sectional Planfile Cabinet © 

Cap No, 1885...........2436 Line 
A OS aE A —> yCap No. 1853............3042 Line 

. (Cap No, 1867...........8648 Line 

Le ae = (Card File No. 1840....2436 Line 
” Card File No. 1858....3042 Line 

us rT = 

‘ er Lica Se Unit No. 1880..........2436 Line 
es ~~ Semi ~—— > Yunit No, 1848............3042 Line 

ee oa] ate Unit No. 1868............3648 Line 

a: Led smart 4 

ed La met , 

aN ES \Unit No, 1881............2486 Line 
pay om : \unit No. 1849...........3042 Line 

al - met 

__a{ Unit No. 1825..........2486 Line 
eee "JUnit No. 18438............3042 Line 

ay [i t 

Base No, 1887............2486 Line 

~ ————— 4 Base No, 1855.........8048)Line 
Base No. 1873............3648 Line 

Combination No. 448 — 2436 Line i 
Combination No. 449 — 3042 Line 

° ° ° 
; Hamilton Steel Cabinet Construction 

CONSTRUCTION: Hamilton Steel Cabinets are practically EVERLASTING: They are practically indestructible. Changes 

everlasting. They out-live the purchaser. They are so con’ in atmospheric conditions do not swell or shrink the drawers 

structed that they are strong and rigid at any height and cannot nor cause them to stick and bind, neither can the joints separate. 

Sag OE e-t longs ae the jones) (tne sree oe made ne heavy DRAWER SUSPENSION: The angle runs insure ease of op- 
fe. a eee 12) Ves eration regardless of weight of contents. 

the runs that the HARDWARE: The drawers are fitted with solid cast brass 
48Ga-Panel drawers slide on are pulls; and steel label holders with an olive green finish. 

pepe ene a the RINISH: The cabinets are finished in olive geeen baked 
Se Aa tee Pyne enamel, the surface of which is hard and smooth, with a rich 

1°X1"X ¥e'Angle made of heavy 1 xX dull effect harmonizing with any surroundings. 
Run Lox “i angle irons. 
Tae (See fig. A.) 

MATERIAL: Ham- 
ilton Steel Cabinets D Gauges of Steel Used 
Mreupiadensnicold: rolled piace PPOnte Min ecu state SON Gauee 
furniture steel, which rawer Bottoms .......---ssececessseetsteeeeesscreeeenseeearenee 22 Gauge 

Fig. A tani eeneannented Drawer Sides. ee ee lS Ganges 
and pickeled to ree | LOPS erewcecvneseeeentctseenerntntrctnnnenenesnrennneees] § Gauge 
move all foreign mat- Sidevand Back Panels 0200s 8 Gauge 

11Ga. Corner Post ter, and leveled to pre- Corner Posts ....------rcessserstetenieenesseneriteeeeceeeeeeel | Gauge ; 
aa vent buckling. The 

RIGID CONSTRUCTION joints are welded elec- 

tracally, Real protection for your tracings, drawings, etc., is good econ- 
FIRE-RESISTING: These cabinets help to eliminate the omy, and will save you money in the long run. You cannot 
great cause of all fires, ie., combustible material. Built entirely | buy better steel cabinets than Hamilton, and they are so strongly 
of steel, they cannot start a fire, and are a protection against, built that you can stack the units to any reasonable height with- 
destruction by fire. A short time ago a fire occurred in an of- out danger of sagging. This could not be done if they were @ 
fice where everything of wood was consumed, but plans filed in not made so strong and rigid. Cheaper units will not give this P 
Hamilton Cabinets were practically unharmed. service. 

(10) A Hamilton Dealer is Near You
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q Hamilton Steel Sectional Planfile Cabinet 

Ee ee ee 
: a — USS 

ean a. OE 
i aris 
See 00 ttt«éi 

a ae Se a ae 

See Pe OF TTT AA Hoes 

a yy 7 CANS eR 
ce Be 
5 SEE TEENS. aes 

ee \ A 
LT AVA j i 

PTH if PA Wy a 
Be LE TPE VAVOAVOAS 
BOE ANI VASO SS 

Showing a Vault Equipped with Hamilton Steel Planfile Units. 

- MODERN PRACTICE: Modern practice demands more It will also be noted that we are now listing extra large size 

than a place to file drawings, tracings, blue prints, etc.; it de Steel Section Planfiles, namely; our 3648 line, which as the 

mands that the material so filed will be subject to a minimum number indicates, will accommodate plans 36” x 48". Our regu 

of crumpling, tearing, lar lines of planfiles which have been in use for many years are 

. ead sty: me ee and curling. It de- listed as 3042 line, and 2436 line which are also shown. For 

AG tC “sien * ond mands that when filed filing large records, sets of plans, and the larger sizes up to six 

a sy — = mere the contents will be feet long, the Hamilton-Calumet Vertical Planfile is recom- 

ca te os protected from ordin- mended. (See pages 15 to 17). 

30 ary fires and from For small size plans of miscellaneous sizes, we recommend 2436 

ou aa col bees dust. These things line, two drawer vertical file unit No. 1890, which has com- 

NS e isa = <= are essential. pression guides and will/take plans up to 12” x17". (P. 13). 

= = ess 14ag : Our vertical U-Planfile shown on page 9, 

— Lead (93d is now furnished the same as our steel 

5b wr planfiles and can be used in connection 

12 oy a eee) 1130 with them. 
ys yay r mH a 

sa = ae BHR 1 Sa ae 5 

= gt 5 
— Led ae + 

! \ eee 3é/ A ae a amg (9?) 

IPS ye cd ra as ; 2,3? 
¢ a J — \ 

a my — ) 

Unit No. 1836, 2436 Line 18 ZL sie. Lad Es 
Unit No. 1854, 3042 Line 

With legs attached. Pa co aan 

Combination No. 446 — 2436 Line. ‘ ; ae ee 
Combination No. 447 — 3042 Line. Be Ne tere soe EAR ae = al 

Bstaue . ee: * ~~ 

Plans filed the Hamilton way are es Combination No. 442 — 2436 Dine: ao a oat 

pecially protected from crumpling and Combination No. 443 — 3042 Line 
from dust. The Hamilton Drawing Pro- 4 /£49) ea no 

tector with which every drawer is equipped, (except in Units Nos. 1835 and 1843) Sot eet 

absolutely prevents tracings from slipping out of the back of the drawer; prevents any — sai 

friction between the contents of the drawer and the drawer above, and keeps out dust. past oT nee 

Valuable tracings that cost from fifty to a hundred dollars or more are safely housed —— * ey 

in Hamilton Planfiles; are easy of access; and are safe from the inroads of moisture i 

and dust. ol, 

The Hamilton Reference File which is illustrated and described on page 9, is a fur- P 
ther means of conserving your valuable tracings. Base No. 1841, 2436 Line 

c The use of Hamilton Plan Folder, and Folder Lifter further simplifies the handling Base No. 1861, 8042" Hine 
= and reference of tracings, drawings, etc. It will be noted that the Hamilton system of Combination No. 444 — 2436 Line. ~ 

planfiles includes both horizontal and vertical filing. Combination No. 445 — 3042 Line. 

a 

Hamilton Planfiles Furnish Efficiency and Fire Protection. (11) j
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Hamilton Steel Sectional Planfile Cabinet © 
THE DRAWING PROTECTOR: This is a recently perfected device which 

Beg protects the plans in a steel planfile drawer. It keeps the dust out, and holds 
= _ fe the plans flat even when drawer is loaded to its maximum capacity. When 

we eS — A closed, the cover is stretched forward until the hook on the rod engages in the 
je are slot on the inside of the drawer front. (See fig. 2). This slot is so constructed 
= > that the hook cannot slip out even under pressure. This drawing protector is 

ee made of black coated canvas and is fastened securely at the back of the drawer. 
got When it is necessary to refer ; 

to or remove plans, the cover > 
B is disengaged at the front and 

the rod a placed on the te “ey 
drawer pulls above, out of my [on al oe 
the way. All Hamilton Steel ee a ———— ig 
Sectional Planfile Cabinets, ee. = 
(except Units Nos. 1835 and Nee ieee 
1843) are equipped with this 

: c device. Fig. 3 Showing Drawing Protector. 

THE DRAWER DIVIDERS: These removable partitions are used to divide 
the drawer into two compartments (Style B), four compartments (Style C), 
six compartments (Style D), or eight compartments (Style E). 

e Partition No. 1 is to extend from front 
D eos eeerah to back of drawer in center, for Style 

= B drawer only. Partition No. 2 is to 
\ i extend from left to right in center for 

yee Style C, D, or E drawers. See illus 
mon tration figure 1. This partition has 

Bia _ See a hood which prevents drawings in 
, a me front of drawer from slipping into the 

ba aba s rear compartment, or vice versa. Paz- < 
E 2208 gee tition No. 3 is for dividing the front s LACK COATED. CANVAS : 

DRAWING PROTECTOR or back of drawer into as many com- 
y poole ; a partments as desired, see Style C, D, € . 

ig. 2 Showi structi f i 
ied Gabe else tar ieenan als ee 

drawing protector and front lock. All drawers are furnished Style A, but 
can be converted into Style B, C, D, 

or E drawers with these drawer dividers. No rivets, bolts, or screws are needed; 
and no tools of any kind are necessary to divide the drawers the new way. 

Nof Nee . 0.3 Partitions for dividing drawers must be ordered separately, or in sets for Style 
B, C, D, or E drawers, for Unit desired. (See price list). They are made for 

Fig, 1 Showing Drawers and Dividers. Baers, 
art eat arenes Penton are eaueres NOTE : Partitions for drawers having Geimer Paper Weights will be supplied 

Figs. 2 and 3. on special order. 

THE PLAN FOLDER: This is a new device for simplifying filing and eliminating wear on URES) hid 

semivactive tracings. It is intended to hold about one hundred tracings, and a regular two inch Se ped wee 

drawer will take four fully loaded folders. These folders are made in sizes to fit our regular Sete a 
steel planfile drawers, and are listed as follows: —————— 

No. 1951 for sheets 24” x 36” (2436 line). No. 1952 for sheets 30” x 42” (3042 line). No. < 

1953 for sheets 36” x 48” (3648 line). y 

These folders greatly facilitate the easy removal and carrying of a group of tracings from the Aad 
cabinet to the reference or drawing table, for filing or other purposes; and the folder lifter de- 
scribed below makes it very easy to locate the correct folder in the drawer and remove the same 
if desired. When refiling, the folders are placed on top of the other folders in the drawer. Fig, 4 Showing Folder Lifter 

No. 1958 as used in steel drawer 

HAMILTON FOLDER LIFTER NO. 1958: This little device enables the operator 
to lift the right front corner of the entire contents of the drawer. (See fig. 4). The 
lifter is then pulled to the right and rests on the drawer side, after which it is an easy 
matter to select the folder desired. Before closing drawer, the lifter is pushed to the 
left and down into the drawer with the swivel handle folded so as not to interfere 
with closing the drawer. This device is furnished at a slight extra cost. It is made 
of steel in olive green baked enamel finish. @ ' 

Figure 5 DIMENSIONS : It is made for 2” drawers only, and is 2” high when the handle is 
Hamilton Plan Folder No. 1952 (3042 Line) folded down. It is 18” long and 2” wide. 

(12)
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é Hamilton Steel Sectional Planfile Cabinet 
‘ ¢ 

Two Drawer Vertical Planfile Unit No. 1890 

2436 Line 
This unit will interlock with any of our Steel Sectional Plan- 

file Cabinets Nos. 1833 to 1840, (2436 Line). It is designed 

Pence — for vertical filing of tracings, drawings, blue prints, etc., in 

oe Py sizes up to 12” x17”, 

i The two drawers are each equipped with nine compression 

guides, and 54 folders with blank tabs. The illustration of 

bie Lac) the sectional view shows the manner of using the folders for 

Lig reference or filing. It also shows the springs in the compres- 

3 sion guides. The drawers run on ball-bearing rollers and are 
Two Drawer Vertical Planfile Unit No. 1890 (2436 Line). very easy running. 

This is a very useful addition to our Sectional Planfile Cabinets, and in addition to the 

uses mentioned above, it can be used to advantage as an art file. Many offices have a 

miscellaneous lot of drawings and art work, but have no practical way of keeping them on BED, Pe by, 

file. This unit is made only in the 2436 line size. ee IIA Z 

DIMENSIONS: Width, 4074"; Depth, 2814”; Height, IAM Wa aac 
Qo ZA BGA 153%". The two drawers are 1774"x24%4" x12" high : ‘Iam F 

Y\ fA inside. i Me 

AVYYAYYW\ MATERIAL AND FINISH: Made of good quality —. 
Lalla toahoolliod baallal furniture steel, olive green baked enamel finish. 7 
od PANACEA Koi 7 ehhh | SHIPPING WEIGHT: 250 Ibs. 

\, WANA Rear (Ca a at ie We furnish with each drawer, 9 com- 
€ i ida JW pression guides and 54 folders with 

Sectional View. 
blank tabs. 

e ° ° 
Linoleum Top Cap Units Glass Top Cap Units 

Nos. 1833 and 1851 Nos. 1834 and 1852 
These cap units For counter 

are covered with purposes over 

green linoleum Steel Sectional : 

and are for  Planfiles, these _ Yp 

counter pur units are very se — 
poses. When our useful. The top — t, 

regular Steel is of plate glass spite 
5 Planfle Units which exposes to 

: are stacked to viewthe contents 
counter height, of the top draw 

these units are very useful, as of course, the regular steel cap er of the unit below. The plate glass is also an ideal surface, for 

with the olive green finish would not be very practical for this working or for counter tops. When using our Steel Sectional 

purpose. Planfile Cabinets for counter purposes, our No. 1838 or 18456 

six-inch sanitary base should be used. 
DIMENSIONS: No. 1833 (2436 Line), length, 4074”; } hee 

width, 2914”; height, 13%”. DIMENSIONS: No. 1834 (2436 Line), length, 4074”; width, 

2914"; height, 114”. 
: Ui," wo. Eee as yaa 

No. 1851 (3042 Line), length 4674"; width, 36/4"; height 174". 1, 1950 (3042 Line), length, 4674"; width, 36%”; height, 114”. 

MATERIAL AND FINISH: Made of steel, olive green baked 4 TERIAL AND FINISH : Frame of steel, olive green finish, 
« enamel finish, with top covered with green linoleum. covered with plate glass. 

SHIPPING WEIGHTS: No. 1833, 45 lbs.; No. 1851, 55 Ibs. SHIPPING WEIGHTS: No. 1834, 100 Ibs.; No. 1852, 135 lbs. 

(13)
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Hamilton Steel Sectional Planfile Cabinets 6 

General Description 
ee 

Drawer Unit Shipping 
Unit No. STEEL PLANFILE UNITS Inside Dimensions Outside Dimensions Weight 4 

Length | Width | Depth |Length | Width | Height | Pounds 

2436 Line 

1833 | Linoleum Top Cap Unit (Small Size) .........--ccceseceee eed oe nat sue | 407% | 29% 1% 45 

1834 | Glass Top Cap Unit) (Small Size) .......2.-essececceceesstesteseesteered seer ele wu | 40% | 291% lis 100 

1835 Cap for Units 1828-1825-1826-1830-1831-1836.....- ef ae w | 407% 2914 iZ 40 

WSIS eG Drawer Unie ecient CL eect eee oD 25 24 | 407% | 281% | 20 260 

US qonlels Derren Ui nie eum aioe Oia Sa UY A aN oes Nas eect eo 25 VW, | 407% | 2814 97%, | 145 

1826 | 3-Drawer Unit — Drawers 2” deep... .-.i eect | 37 25 2 4074 | 2814 97% | 175 

1829 | 5-Drawer Unit with Cap (Small Size) 002] 37 25 2% 407% | 2814 | 161%4 235 

WSO Wis caver A NAG je Mnoeac sce eacessccrat one escnen eectatconeacceernesatveeceoee Gy, 25 % 407% | 2814 | 15% 214 

1831 | 3-Drawer Unit — Drawers 334” deep  -.-.---e-nescesesteeteteceee| 37 25 334 | 407% | 284 | 15% 180 

1836 | 5-Drawer Unit with Sanitary 12” Base (Small Size) ...............| | 37 a 2 407% | 2814 | 27% 310 

1837 | Flush Base for Units 1828-1825-1826-1830-1831 2. | oe a ws | 407% | 2814 4 40 

1841 | Sanitary Base 12” for 1828-1825-1826-1830-1831-1829 ..........) ke POS leaor a) Vala ati 50 ! 

1838 | Sanitary Base, Low 334” for 1828-1825-1826-1830-1831-1829.) _... es we [407% | 284 534 40 

1839 | Sanitary Base, 23”, for Units 1825-1826-1828-1829-1830- 

SSB oR OM cote acu aol le cass AeA Me valet ntnokagalianaeeueccur rons! Vi iaaee mee wu | 40% 2814 23 15 

1840 | Card File Unit, 5 Drawers, for cards 3x5” or 4x6” .........---] 6% 22 4 4074 2B 1% 150 

TREE Bouc Deawers foriVenical Ace Filing Gee UU Ran ile oa MISTI Ora 281) 11756 0 @ . 

1890 | Two Drawers for Vertical Filing ......--css:scscecsseccreetseeeseeeeeee] LT | 24Y%4 | 12 407% | 2814 | 15% | -...-. 

3042 Line 

1851 | Linoleum Top Cap Unit (Large Size): .-.c0.:--ccsscceetecette eee] toe 2D we | 467% | 3614 1% 55 

1852 | Glass Top Cap Unit (Large Size) -.....----c---cssccsccneccssssetecescoreee] coe ee we | 467% | 3614 lis 135 

1853 | Cap for Units 1850-1843-1844-1848-1849-1854 eee] oe mete see | 467% 3614 YE 50 

1850 Gebrawer Unit ters eet ee ee eee RUN eee ea caen ered Og 32 2% | 467% | 354 | 20 320 

1849 |r drawer Uinibs o.oo en eer eraser coerce BIR 32 MW, 146% | 35% 9% 138 

Gea) |e SeDrawen Writs tec eee ees Uc oo Te ee ee aad 32 2 467% | 3514 97% | 220 

1947 | 5-Drawer Unit with Cap (Large Size) 2... | 43% 32 2 46/4 | 3514 | 164% | 360 

184e ie Drawer Unit Mossi geet eh oer OR ay) 2 46744 | 3514 | 15% | 270 

TSAO Ra Dira;wen Limit aime eee em REO ee deere renee On 32 334 14674 =| 3514 | 15% 240 

1854 | 5-Drawer Unit with Sanitary 12” Base (Large Size) ........-....--.] 437% 32 2 46744 | 3514 | 27% 325 

1855 | Flush Base for Units 1850-1843-1844-1848-1849 | ae wee | 467% 354 4 50 

1861 | Sanitary Base 12” for 1850-1843-1844-1848-1849 Bee wi | 46% 3514 12 60 

1356 | Sanitary Base, Low 534” for 1850-1843-1844-1848-1849 |... Se aspen asia | 534.) ag ; 

1857 | Sanitary Base 23”, for Units 1843-1844-1847-1848-1849-1850.) .... Nate wie | 46% 3514 22% 80 

1858 | Card File Unit, 6 Drawers, for cards 3x5” or 4x6” ..................| 64% 217% 4 467% | 3514 134 | 180 

3648 Line 

1867 Steel Cap) 2-t:t-cesnnscsenetanscecaneesenesssensensteesduaneesssenetteceecmtrteneccremacceend] ast ee iis 537% | 424 x% 65 

1868 | 5-Drawer Unit oo. secccsesecccccecsecceecesecteeesersnnssteemsernenectenecrnseeeee| 50) 38 MY, 5374 | 41% | 17% | 375 

1872 | Sanitary Base, Low 534” High -...--.---..--s-seeceeeeeeetee| ot oe oe 537% | 414% 53% 70 

1873 | Flush Base ---2-:..:..-cescsesccccsecscsseccescsustesneceressesnetsenssstennannensenenersenseeed| eae a Links 537% | 41% 4 70 

1912 | Sanitary Base 12” High —.....--.-----ssccecsssccsessesseessccseeeececeeecneeeeeeene| eae Stee ee 537% | 4114 12; 100 @ 

SS Qo SO Ea 
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Rae sant VERTICAL PLANFILES 

le 

h ® o 

: The Hamilton-Calumet Vertical Planfile 
PREVIOUS PRACTICE: Formerly when architects, engineers, 

etc., had large drawings, tracings, blue prints, or sets of plans to 

Bi file they were forced to roll them and place them in pigeon holes 

or some similar device. It was not practical to use flat drawer files 

for this purpose, and no vertical file existed that was suitable. It, 

therefore, became necessary to provide some other means of taking 

= care of this condition. 

= THE PROBLEM SOLVED: The Hamilton-Calumet Vertical 
— Plan File is the answer to this, the most difficult ofall filing prob- 

— lems. The cut at left shows the file rack pulled out for removal 

i = joe 2 of binders which hold the plans. There are 26 binders, and each 

| eae: binder will take 100 or more sheets. 

| jes Hi NO PUNCHING: There is no necessity of punching or binding 

| aa of plans. The Hamilton-Calumet Binder holds its contents se- 

hae curely without danger of slipping. The sheets or sets of plans are 

2 ile ey easily removed or replaced in the binders. 

i \ sltetene 

We ee He EASY REFERENCE: When any particular drawing or set o! 

1 ais ‘ 4 plans is wanted for reference, the correct binder is located by the 

| i label’ holder and lifted from the rack as shown in Fig. 1. The 

‘ binder is then laid on the table and the plans paged through until 

, the correct one is found. If any plans are to be removed, the 

screws must be loosened. 

The cuts, Fig. 1 and Fig. 2, show the manner of removing and 

replacing prints in the Hamilton-Calumet Vertical File. As each 

: File Rack Pulled Our Showins Binders binder has a label holder to show the contents, it is an easy matter 

t to find the plans desired, and misfiling is practically an impossibility. 

The cut, Fig. 2 shows the operator replacing the plans in the cabinet. This pro- 

cedure is explained fully on next page. The Hamilton-Calumet Vertical Plan File 

will take any size plan from letter size up to the maximum size listed on page 17. 

COMPACT: The Hamilton-Calumet Vertical Plan File takes up very little floor i 

space. The cuts on this page show the rack pulled out; they do not show, how : 

ever, the appearance of the cabinet when the rack is pushed in. By pushing | BY 

downward on the lower edge of the rack, it moves back and upward into the cab- iM 

inet, and then stands nearly vertical. \ 

CAPACITY : This device has a capacity of 2600 to 3000 sheets. The shelf above = 

is useful for storing paper, tracing- | = 

cloth, ete. All Hamilton-Calumet | | 

Files will take plans up to 70 inches 

el in length and in widths as listed on i | 

oe Dm to page 17. | ty 

a Ow FIRE RESISTING: This Vertical ae 
J ee x fc i File is built entirely of steel and is, | | | ae ry 

. a SSS. therefore, fire-resisting, and is a pro- | ‘ eo 

SON é tection from any but a disastrous fire. 

' An important point also, is that the oti 

| ye ap cabinet is closed all around the floor, Fig. 1, Removing Plans 

an excluding mice and other vermin. 

\ 5 AS A NEWSPAPER FILE: This file has been used very successfully as a newspaper 

/ file in large newspaper offices such as the Chicago Tribune. 

| ”y MATERIAL AND FINISH: Made of good quality furniture steel, patent levelled 

\ \ and finished in olive green baked enamel rub finish. This color will harmonize with 

on any surroundings. It is beautiful and lasting and the cabinet is also handsomely 

« e. striped in bronze. In appearance the Hamilton-Calumet is a large safe-cabinet. 

Fig. 2, Replacing Plans HOW SHIPPED: Shipped set up. 

(15)



VERTICAL PLANFILES Se Wenn Ns 

The Hamil Cal Vertical Planfil e amulton-Calumet Vertica anne 6 
— Continued ‘ 

ys THE BINDER: The cut at the left SK 
he shows a detail of the Calumet Binder. Xa % 

The key shown is furnished with each Aa oy 

] & cabinet and fits the four screws with Ce Lou 

. which they are tightened. It is made Ye, S 

so that it will not easily slip off the rN 

, SORERNEEE Dove screw. The jaws of the Binder spring Plain Rack 

| . apart as the screws are loosened, to 

| ; ‘ permit removal of plans. <i ===. 

| a SEN a THE RACK: The rack which holds Ry, Wp Loe 

ea | Nay oy the Binders in the Cabinet is made in ‘Yy Thy oy 
| gy CM eee three styles, namely: Plain, Style A, LY hy on 

fot i y |e and Style B. The Plain rack is for full YY A » SS 
eet i iM ny Mi Mi PSS size binders, which take plans the | 

oF == s | maximum width possible in the Cab- —S 
i eS A inet. The plain racks are supplied Style A Rack 

am ‘al in Cabinets Nos. 1875, 1876, 1877, x 
¥ i 1878 and 1879, and holds 26 binders, QE —NO 

Hamilton-Calumet Binder. The style A rack is for half-size ~< oe 
binders and will take 52 half-size Ay een, 

binders. The style A racks are supplied in Cabinets Nos. 1875-A, 1876-A, etc. The , SoS 

style B rack will take 13 large full-size Binders at the rear, and 24 half-size Binders at Xe SS 

the front. The style B rack is supplied in Cabinets Nos. 1875-B, 1876-B, etc. Fur- I< 

ther specifications are shown on page 17. Style B Rack 

. ° * : 
Replacing Binders in Cabinet 

The method of replacing binders in cabinet is as follows: Do the prints flat with the left hand so they will not slide down. 

Oy Beem pe .tO lower the bottom edges of the prints into the SECOND: With left hand, push the prints down into the cor- My 
opening for the binders. This is very difficult and the following ect opening; at the same time lower the binder with the right 
method is very much easier: hand. (See Fig. 2.) 

FIRST: Grasp binder in center with right hand and lay prints THIRD: Drop binder into the correct notch of rack and 
on rack so binder is then grasp the prints by lower edges. (See Fig. 3.) Then 

———— ee above opening for it. push the prints forward and they will drop automatically in 
aS SS (See Fig. 1). Hold place, hanging in the correct position. 

A S Se & we S 
we = \ Sy SS = PF OU NS > 

pret : =| Ge Fig. 3 
Fig. 1 \ Fig. 2 \ 

LOCKING-UP BINDERS : When contents are placed in binder, screws FASTENING CABINETS: Screw holes are provided 
should be turned down by hand until reasonably tight, then tighten in each of the rear corners of cabinet for fastening cab- 
screws one turn further with key. Do not set screws up too tightly. inets to floor when necessary. 

a 
. * . uF 0 

Protecting Old Prints, Drawings and Tracings 
Old prints, drawings, or tracings that have become badly worn V-shaped notches corresponding to the 
should be protected by a folder shaped like and inverted V or bolts of the binder so that cover can be COVER FoR PROTECTING 
heavy wrapping or drawing paper, as shown in illustration. Take placed on the binder with the V-notches OLD PLANS 

a sheet of heavy durable paper the same over the bolts. Then a 14” wooden 
width as the binder, say 36 inches. Then dowel or rod is pushed through the top 

L} oo = the length of the sheet would be about 4 loop of cover, so that the rod rests on the 

(jy or 5 inches more than twice the length of bolts of the binder. The cover then can- 
iy —————— the longest drawing or tracing. This sheet not drop off as it is supported by the rod 

PR is then folded orice the long way making resting on the bolts. The contents are 

Hh paren G SP a cover that is open on the bottom and then placed in cover and binder and 
. sides, but closed at the top where the fold screws are tightened. € 

is. The top is then cut out with 1”x 1” 

(16) 
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Se ueeaies ies VERTICAL PLANFILES 
=p —__ ee 

The Hamilton-Cal ical Planfil @ e Hamilton-Calumet Vertical Planfile 
—Continued 

Specifications for Hamilton-Calumet Planfiles Calumet Testimonials 
We find the “Calumet” 100 per cent effi- 

ia eR AIHA eS TE LE LL: cient for filing large or small plans and 
Unit Maximum Style of Outside Floor Space Shipping we take great pleasure in recommending 
No. Filing Size Rack Dimensions Required Welent same to all contractors and architects, for 

a a a rear it is just the file that they need. 
i Qian an ” ” Paschen Brothers, nono 3 . 1875 24"x70 Plain 3234"x18"x'72 18"x3234"” | 450 Ibs. Chee Gali. 

1875-A | 11%x70" | StyleA | 3234”x18"x72" | 187x3234” | 450 Ibs. Le 
tee fa i We are still using, after several years, 

1875-B 24”x70" | Style B 3234"x18"x72 18"x323%4 450 Ibs. the “Calumet” —and we like it——and 
nog 3 Mpousi ai ” ” would have to be shown a better one be- 1876 30”x70 Plain 3834"x18"x72 18”x3834 495 Ibs. forer chanwine. 

1876-A 14”x70" Style A 3834"x18"x72” 18”x3834” 495 Ibs. Mehring & Hauser Co., 
Contractors, Chicago. 

1876-B 30”x70” Style B 3834"x18"x72” 18”x3834” 495 lbs. eee 

: aa ae ” ” We have seventeen “Calumets” in our men Mona ayn 1877 36”x70 Plain 443/4"x18"x72 18"x4434 550 lbs. various! plants iaache Uniced® Gtaree add 

1877-A 17x70" Style A 443/,”x18"x72" | 18”x4434” | 550 lbs. find them ideally adapted for filing blue 
prints. They have given excellent service. 

: 1877-B 36"x70" Style B 4434"x18"x72" 18"x4434" 550 Ibs. Sears, Roebuck & Co., 

1878 42"x70" | Plain 5034"x18"x72" | 18”x5034" | 625 Ibs. rf PTI eee 
The “Calumet” is the best piece of ap- 

1878-A 20’x70” Style A 5034"x18"x72” 18”x5034” 625 lbs. paratus for its purpose that we have seen. 

en i aneeny (enn Marshall @ Fox, 
1878-B 42"x'10' Style B 5034"x18"x72 18”x50%4 625 lbs. Architects, Chicago. 

1879 48"x'70" Plait 5634"x18"x72” 18”x5634” 700 Ibs. 
‘ = ne Be Io *We find the “Calumet” very convenient, 

1879-A 23”x'70” Style A 5634"x18"x72” 18"x5634" 700 lbs. do not know of any other that we would 
like better. € 1879-B | 48”x70" | StyleB | 5634’x18"x72" | 18”x5634” | 700 Ibs. D  Sironete Steickampie nie 

a Architects, Cincinnati, Ohio. 

We h: “4 5) ‘ 
Any of the above cabinets will take plans from letter size (81/”x11") Aine ane Salumce Dive bunt 
up to and including the maximum size given. The Chicago Tribune. 

For illustrations of Plain, Style A or Style B racks, see page 16. Have had a “Calumet” for several years 
and find it very satisfactory. is 

Harry Hake, 
Architect, Cincinnati, Ohio. 

° 
The Hamilton-Calumet System 

This system embodies new ideas in filing and drafting. The Hamilton-Calumet Vertical Planfile, ‘ 

shown on pages 15 and 16, is but one of the many pieces of equipment that comprise the com- 

plete Calumet System, in steel construction. 

Super-efficiency, labor-saving, and space saving are promoted to the greatest degree possible in this Ip g. P Pp. gree pi 
new equipment. This system comprises the following: Horizontal Filing Cabinets; Vertical Filing 

Cabinets; Roll Tracing and Pigeon Hole Filing Cabinets; Field Book Cabinets; Card Files; 
Engineer’s Desks and Equipment; Folders, etc. 

All of the above are new and original in the drafting field and anyone can obtain the complete 
catalog upon request. Ask for catalog No. 8. 

(17)



FEATURES NOOR 
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Hamilton Features 6 

6 ao 
<y; 2 Gag i 

V oe 
} a Wsnrone ect. 

| = Say SN gee 

Fig. 4 ae 

Fig. 4 shows Swing Tray No. 119, as used Ps 

on Combination Table No. 27, and al ial 
Drawing Tables Nos. 110 to 114. : WW V | @ 

It is 114" x 734” x 1134” inside, and , 
14%" x 9" x 13” outside. . 

ts | 

t “ 

Fig. 8 

Showing our standard tilting device No. 

Fig. 1 268, very practical and effective. ‘ 

Our standard finish for drafting room fur- Fie. 5 
‘ IS 

niture. The sample above shows the grain ‘ : 

a trifle dark, but in general appearance it This shows Swing Tray No. 120. Used , 
is very close to our regular finish. on Combination Tables Nos. 20 to 25, ' A 

and Drawing Tables Nos. 101, 103, 105, ore cy eet ¢ | 
107, 110 to 114, 212 and 214. It is Nae 
554"x10a6"x1414" outside. The drawer eg 

is 314"x834"x13" inside. te 

Fig. 2 Fig: 9 
Fig. 2 shows the construction of the draw- Hamilton Tilting Device No. 268-A (Fig. 

ing board tops as used on our Tables Nos. 9) is used as the illustration shows, on 

211 to 258. ‘ the rear center of large drawing table 

The end cleat is of oak, fastened with eae tops as an extra support, to prevent top 

screws and oblong washers to allow for Fig. 6 illustrates our style “A” board from sagging in the center. It is ad 

contraction and expansion. There is also with end cleats and tongued and grooved justed at the same time as the Tilting 

an oak apron on front of board. Center center portion. Device on the ends. Made of steel, black 

of board is of selected white pine, with enamel finish. 

tongue and groove construction similar to TOP END RAIL 
. } FRONT RAIL. = TR 

Fig. 6. : 7s = 

Figure 7 on the right shows the strong = yS 

bolted knocked-down construction of : iE ze 
Hamilton 4-Post Drawing Tables. ae RSS VN SY 

SORNER POST GOON POON 
The ends are mortised and tenoned and WINN NAY WN Wy 

bolted together at the factory. As the LESSSSIOOMMN 
tables are shipped knocked-down, the Fig. 10 

front and back rails, and foot rails are in- Fig. 10 shows our Style B, D, E and I 

serted an the mortises in the ends when i FOOT RAIL drawing boards. The heavy cleats are fas- 
assembling the table. The bolts are then THD RAE tened to the drawing board by screws and 
inserted and drawn up tight. oblong washers which allow for contraction 
This makes a very rigid drawing table. and expansion of the board. All our é 
Full instructions are furnished with every drawing boards are made up of strips : 
table for setting up. Fig. 7 tongued and grooved together. 

Eee eae cS SNS 7 OA ge epee OMNI cli een Se a 
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a REAGAN v8 FEATURES 

as UU 

j Hamilton Features 

Fig. 11 shows the construction of our 

ra Champion Tables, page 22, Ideal Tables, 

bi page 23, and Perfection-Monroe Tables, 

es page 24, 

Ae The top is tilted by means of the heavy 

baad circle iron which is held by the clamp and 

19 — tightened by the hand wheel shown. The 

| ae rod runs through the frame from side to 

el side of table and when tightened makes 

f table strong and rigid. 
Fig. 15 

Fig. 12 illustrates the tightening device Fig. 15 shows the construction of our 
for the base on all Ideal Tables, page oak planfile drawers. The side rails are 

Fig. 11 Ag 93, and Ideal-Universal Tables, page dovetailed into the drawer fronts and the 

oy 39. Note the rod. which runs through drawer bottoms are so constructed that 

nok the table, the large star wheel for tight- they See AG OF WEED causing the 

ar ening, and the hand wheel clamp for drawer to bind. 

J Beret 5/16" OPENING 
5 This construction makes table abso- 

a a 7 lutely rigid. 

We | 
¥/| & a wis 

oA SS 

it : C4 Fig. 16 

S Ae : : z Fig. 16 shows the front apron construc: 

Yes 5 ee | ee rrr tion of the drawing board top on Tables 

és Ye ae ene Nos. 140 to 155. (See pages 26 and 27). 

ei = Ds eye Note the x6” opening between drawing 

(oy board and apron, for paper. 

ie ee 7. 

am” " yl ff } 

N oy) 
" ay —— __ ee f 

: wf 

Fig. 14 Po 
Fig. 17 shows the sliding top feature on 

‘ Fig, 14 illustrates the construction of the the Ideal-Universal Artists Table No. 

Fig. 13 adjustable feature of our Adjustable 157-A and No. 158A. (See page 39). 

Drawing Tables Nos. 140 to 155. (See The drawing board top with its steel chan- 

Fig. 13 shows the tightening device used pages 26 and 27.) As shown above, the nel cleats slides back or forward with a 

s on Perfection-Monroe Drawing Tables. adjustable supports for the top are marked total adjustment of 25”. The hand 

(See page 24). every 1! inches, which enables operator wheel holds top in any position. 

« The large star wheel lightens the base and to adjust each pair the same. The lower hand wheel holds the circle 

the smaller hand wheel tightens the up- The hand wheels draw the end rails to. iron. which allows top to tilt. Rod runs 

right, which makes table absolutely rigid. gether and the top cannot slip down. through table. 
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DRAWING TABLES mY ua EES 

erp . “Riise tla BANE hell? 

Hamilton “De Luxe” Drawing Tables 6 
Nos. 100 to 107 

Ww v2 Va 

a or SS 
Way 

— —___ 

Table No. 103. 

This is a very practical, rigid, first-class adjustable iron and steel of its superiority. The ease with which it is adjusted cannot be 

base drawing table. It has all the advantages of other similar surpassed in any table now on the market, with the possible 

tables now on the market, and none of their disadvantages. exception of our Steel Base Table shown on next page. é 

Thisitable.is rigid at,any. height,-and the table topis,taised or.) ee” a ee ae 
lowered Py qmeane ote tee hand wheel operating bevel gears General Description 

and spiral shafts. e shafts revolve on ball-bearings, and the i a 
horizontal shalt bee babbitted bearings. Aable aus Trays aoe 

Unlike Hose aulus ble deen fables there is no need for set 99 36" x 48”—no Tool Traysesscsecsessesseseessesesseeenese--n235 Ibs. 
screws or safety devices of any kind. The top can never slip 101 36” x 48”—with Tool Tray No. 120...................-250 Ibs. 

down. However, for 102 36” x 60"—no Tool Tray... ME EES SO ths 
cra peaty ae ue 103 36” x 60”—with Tool Tray No. 120..............265 lbs. 

Rey: VO40 140" e072 no Pook: Drayress ota. ee arc3 15 Ibe. 
fee orene 105 42”x'72”—with Tool Tray No. 120. 325 Ib 
ee 106 42x84" —n0 TOOL Tray. nncncncnn 388 Ib 
Shen Teftened oe 107__42" x 84"—with Tool Tray No. 120.......-..-355 Ibs. 

t i 1 ee ee MATERIAL AND FINISH: The top is of selected white 
pine, with hardwood cleats on ends and underneath to keep to) the top. > 

ic i bt straight, and finished with one coat varnish, sanded smooth. 
panei reine aoe Base is of cast iron and steel, finished in olive green baked 

any similar table and enue 
you will be convinced Table No. 102. HOW SHIPPED: Shipped set up with top detached. 

Hamilton Drafting R Cabinet N amilton Drafting Room Cabinet No. 108 
This cabinet fills a real demand for a handy accessory to the 
artist, draftsmen, or chief draftsman. It has a rim around the 
top 54” high. The two drawers at the top are for ink, tools, etc., 
and the top drawer has a lock. The large drawer is for letter or 
catalog file. 

DIMENSIONS : Width, 1434”; Depth, 20”, Height, 32”. One 
drawer 12” wide by 161%” deep by 334” high inside. Also one 
drawer 5” high inside. The large drawer is 1134” high inside. 

MATERIAL AND FINISH : Made of oak, light golden finish. é 

SHIPPING WEIGHT; 100 lbs, Shipped set up, Shown with Table No. 102, 
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atk NEAL DRAWING TABLES 
( HAMILTON-ECONOMY ) 
a y 

/ 

Hamilton Steel-Base Adjustable Drawing Tabl 6 amulton Steel: base yusta e Urawing Lables 

Nos. 211 to 217-M 
* * ‘ 

Made of Steel—Cannot Break in Shipment or in Use. 
. 
> 

itl eeeesersenars ee we 

¥ | a= — 

4 Steel Base Adjustable 
rn U i] Drawing Table 

. . No. 214-D, Showing 
=e Drawer Unit and 

6 Swing Tray No. 120 

d Adjustable drawing tables that are made of cast or malleable 

Hea ave net poe found ie ibe pepe satisfactory due to pRB DRAWERS: The illustration above shows the table 
8 P aoe ; equipped with one long drawer and a tool drawer underneath. 

This new table was designed to overcome the objectionable fea’ The long drawer will accommodate 24” x 36” drawings. This 
tures of cast or malleable iron, and it has in addition, some drawer is 1-13/16” deep by 2434” x 37-3/16” long inside. The 
unique features not possessed by other tables. tool drawer is 334” deep by 145/16” x 109/16” wide inside. 

The base with the Table No. 214-D shown above has the swing tool tray No. 120 
<r : exception of the which has a drawer 31" x 834" x 13” inside. 

NJ | hand-wheel is en The table No. 213 is shown without the drawers. 
tirely of steel, ab- 

. /| solutely eliminating The long drawer and tool drawer do not interfere with the low- 
PB breakage, and this ering or raising of top. The drawers do not tilt with the top. 

=——F ble will stand th inns io € will stand the TILTING AND RAISING MECHANISM: Table No. 213 
ait kind of use shows rear view of the tilting and raising mechanism. This de- 
ORB Paes vice allows the top to 

Table No. 213 — Top Lowered. be tilted to any angle 
Er vertically. 

General Description The raising is ac- 
Table Size Shipping complished by a spiral 
No. Top Trays Drawers West. shaft and a_ sliding 
211. 86”x 48”—no Tool Tray no Drawers 220 lbs, lever movement. It is 
211-D 86”x 48”—no Tool Tray with Drawers 280lbs. very simple, efficient 
212 86” x 48”—with Tool Tray No. 120 no Drawers 235 Ibs. and easy to operate, 
212-D 36” x 48”—with Tool Tray No. 120 with Drawers 315 lbs. and when the desired 
213 36” x 60”—no Tool Tray no Drawers 250 Ibs. . . A 

213-D 36” x 60”—no Tool Tray with Drawers 830 Ibs. height is obtained, the 
| 214. 36” x 60’—with Tool Tray No. 120 no Drawers 2651bs, hand--wheels, when Table Ni Mopiased 

214-D 36” x 60”—with Tool Tray No. 120 with Drawers 345 lbs. tightened, make the able No 219 lop eae 
215 42” x 72”—no Tool Tray no Drawers 275 lbs. table absolutely rigid. —Rear View. 
215-D 42”x 72”—no Tool Tray with Drawers 355 Ibs. ae i ) : : . 

\ 216 42" x 72"—with Tool Tray No. 120 no Drawers 2901bs. HEIGHT: Minimum height 36”; maximum height 46”. 
fe We wows 5 : ith Dr: 370 Ibs. 3 tent it RITA. 48" = panna tooltreg A) aR erawe’® Sgibe, MATERIAL AND FINISH: Top of selected white pine with 

217-B 48” x 84”—with Tool Tray No. 120 no Drawers $801bs. oak end cleats which allow for expansion and contraction. Fin- 
217-C 48”x 96”—no Tool Tray no Drawers 350 lbs. ished one coat varnish sanded smooth. 
217-E 48”x 96”—with Tool Tray No. 120 no Drawers 360 lbs. t : eee 

os 217-G 48” x 108”—no Tool Tray no Drawers 3801bs. Base is of steel, finished in olive green, baked enamel, attrac 
217-H 48” x 108”—with Tool Tray No. 120 no Drawers 390 Ibs. tively striped. 
217-K 48” x 120”—no Tool Tray no Drawers 400 lbs. i ‘ 
217-M 48” x 120”—with Tool Tray No. 120 no Drawers 4101bs. HOW SHIPPED: Shipped set up with top detached. 
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DRAWING TABLES oe ie 
Gar eae bl see eh) 

Hamilton Champion Drawing Tables ¢ 

Nos. 110 to 114 
These tables are very popular with draftsmen in general and are 

in use in many art studios because of their adaptability to al- 

: =i ait AAV Pert ares nee most any height or position. The top can be raised or lowered 

yi | = from 32 to 42 inches. It can also be tilted to any angle and 
\ | y nearly vertically for use as an easel. After the table is adjusted, 

5 for height or slant, the hand-wheel at top and the star-wheel 

Table No. 110 | "io below, are tightened which makes the table extremely rigid due 

Sl x42" i to the rods which run through the table. When tightened, the 

F H hand-wheels draw the table up very tightly. 

nl 
| a. ‘if | No. 110 31x42x19h” .......................shipping weight 95 Ibs. 

Bey “RY. No. 111 36x48x1ize” |.....................shipping weight 115 Ibs. 

MA ee Rx No. 112 36x60x1ye". .....................-shipping weight 130 Ibs. 

fy ] PUSS | No. 113) 42x72 x Lae" -0-.2-...--.-..--shipping weight 165 Ibs. y a 
} / hl i \\, No. 114. 42x84x Uw" ceesccsssssssssss-ssse.-shipping weight 210 Ibs. 

pp a yN EXTRAS 
VA Yb i No. 118 Foot Rest: ......----::::+-+----------Shipping weight 20 lbs. 

if No. 119 Swing Tray ...........--.......--shipping weight 25 Ibs. i 

No. 120 Swing Drawer and Tray .....shipping weight 35 lbs. 

MATERIAL AND FINISH: The top is of selected white pine, with hardwood cleats on ends and underneath to keep top ; 

straight. WVarnished and sanded smooth. Base, including woodwork, and metal parts, finished in black enamel. 

HOW SHIPPED: Shipped knocked down. Instructions furnished for assembling. 

Hamilton Set-Ezy Stools N ¢ amilton Set-Ezy Stools Nos. 420 to 422 
These stools were designed to make the work of the draftsmen or artist easier. Why should not 

the artist or draftsmen work in comfort as well as the office man with his swivel chair. The Ham- 

ilton Set-Ezy Stool is the answer to this question. They are made with a patented spring suspen- 

sion and the frame is rigidly constructed of steel angles riveted together. These stools make it 

possible for the worker to turn out more work with greater ease than Pee 

Ae, before. Se > gle FF iy, ee 

lie ba SPRING SUSPENSION: The suspension device is made up of Sete ~, 
a twelve coil springs, the adjusting device and seat? This is hung in a ql Borers 

| yy 7 steel frame. In the center is a heavy compression spring which main- Sees 

5 BS IS tains the tension of the upper and lower springs. The four vertical La OYE, svsPbvsi0nsrancs 

SI re 2 coil springs however, support the entire load, and the balance of the ee Tere at 4A 

a» La, springs allow for sideways or lateral movements. / J iy 

: Re, | Hundreds of artists, draftsmen, bankers, stenographers, shop men, and Ee eel 
bench workers will testify to the advantages of Hamilton Set-Ezy Stool. | ye | 

‘ MATERIAL AND FINISH: Made of steel olive green baked en- eI “TN & A F H | r amel finish. H | 
» ia, 2 LS 
a HOW SHIPPED: Shipped set up. = " 

Nol 420) euleightl Sto 02 inches... wee woes eee IDpINe werent 18 Lbs) 3 os 

No. 421 Height 24 to 30 imches.....ceccscccccssssscsssnssssesstsessssttnstatseasseeeeee-Shipping weight 35 Ibs. oe showing acaptabay 
. : aoe ‘ ‘© various positions an 

No 422), Height. 30 to 36 inches en aitieeds canes SRD PING weight 35 Ibs, ieteneioal praia device 

2 « 

ae Hamilton Comfort Cushion No. 428 
These cushions are just the right thing for drafting and other stools that are 13 or 14 inches in di- 

ameter. They are designed especially for Hamilton Set-Ezy Stools and are made of thick sponge 

rubber with a green felt cover vulcanized to the rubber. As will be seen by the illustration, they are é 

shaped to fit the seat of the stool, and the rubber flange underneath holds them in place. They are 
very comfortable and practically everlasting. 
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g Hamilton Ideal Drawing Tables Nos. 157 to 160 
This table is our largest selling drawing table. Although sold at a 
very moderate price, within the reach of anyone, it is a very strong, 
rigid, durable, and practical drawing table. It is adaptable to 

ee : professional and school work 
ee equally well, and can be ad- 

: | justed in height from 32 to 
( i yo 42 inches. It can be tilted 

WIE, to an angle or vertically. A 
86) very satisfactory table at a 
ao. low price. 

A NEW FEATURE: A new 
‘ device has been added to 

this table which is an extra 
a). clamp that tightens the up- 
nest rights in the base, making 

ee ' the table absolutely rigid at 
A iN 7 any height. (See fig. 12, 

RSs icasnnerty page 19). 

MATERIAL AND FINISH: 
The top is of selected soft 
wood with hardwood cleats 
underneath. Finished with 

; “ one coat varnish sanded 
No. 158 — 31” x 42 smooth. Tilted for Easel. 

As shown on the cut below, this table can be equipped if so desired with Tool Cabinet No. 161. 

Metal parts black enameled. Frame of hardwood, natural oil finish. HOW SHIPPED : Shipped knocked down. 
| ee 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

Shipping * Shipping 

pablo Nos sive of Fopl On Weight“ Gable No./ (siselot Ron Weight 
LD 24x 32" xITS/16" A S0 Ibe. 199 36" x 48” x 11/16"... : 100 Ibs. 

a 158317 x 42" x 13/167...) 75. Ibs, 160, 36” x 60" x 1-1/16” 115 dbs, 

5 j 

Ideal Tool Cabinet No. 161 
This Tool Cabinet can be attached to any of our Ideal, Ideal-Universal, Champion, 
or Perfection-Monroe Drawing Tables. If desired, the top drawer, when pulled 
out, serves as a tray for ink, tools, etc. The bracket shown is also furnished. 

DIMENSIONS : The cabinet is 834” wide, 84%” high, and 22” deep outside. The 
top drawer is 615” wide, 134” high and 201%” deep inside. The bottom drawer 
is the same as the upper drawer except that it is 31” high inside. 

, MATERIAL AND FINISH: Cabinet made of hardwood, light golden oak finish. Ideal Tool Cabinet No. 161. SHIPPING WEIGHT : 40 Ibs. 

° e « 

Hamilton Folding Drawing Tables Nos. 162 to 164 
As there is a constant demand for a light, 
portable, adjustable, folding drawing table, 
we believe this table will answer every 
purpose, and for practical use it is all F 
that can be desired. 4 tenia 
It is well braced and substantially made, \ / 
and can be folded and moved very easily. \ \J 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION 4 = 

Table Shipping wf 
No. Size of Top Het. Weight 4 
162 24” x 32” x 13/16” 30” 40 Ibs. 
163 31” x 42” x 13/16” 38” 65 lbs. 
164 36” x 48” x 13/16” 38” 75 Ibs. 

MATERIAL AND FINISH: The top 
is of selected clear basswood, strengthened Lore 
with hardwood cleats underneath to keep Lo 
top straight. Tops finished with one “3 
coat varnish sanded smooth. Frame of 
hardwood natural finish. 

No. 163 — SHIPPED: Knocked down. No. 163 — 31” x 42” 

Folded. 
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Hamilton Trestle Drawing Tables Nos.170to172 | ¢ 
This stand has a large range of adjustments in height, 

st as it can be adjusted from 29 to 42 inches. It is well 

S YON made and easily adjusted and rests firmly in any position. 

ee a It is light in weight and folds very compactly, making 
it easy to move from place to place. : 

y 7 The tops on Nos. 171 and 172 have hardwood end 

‘ ~ cleats to keep top straight. 

Se a \ MATERIAL AND FINISH: The top is of selected 

g co clear pine, and finished with one coat varnish, both sides, 

4 me rw with working side sanded smooth. 

g Gf | ¢ \ Frame of hardwood natural finish, 

j \ ; HOW SHIPPED: Shipped knocked down. 
No. 170—Top 31x 42x 13/16”..shipping weight 75 lbs. 

Suneey No. 171—Top 36 x 48 x 1-1/16”..shipping weight 85 lbs. 

Table: Noy 17130 xis No. 172—Top 36 x 60 x 1-1/16”.shipping weight 110 Ibs. 

il fection -M Drawing Tabl Hamilton Perfection-Monroe Drawing lables 
Nos. 175 to 179 

This is a very well built, moderately priced drawing table. In : 

it we have combined the best features of several similar tables. 

It is one of the most rigid and practical drawing tables of its 

type now on the market. Soe re a 

The diagonal braces insure perfect rigidity, and the frame is % st : ees oy 

very strong and well put together, In place of the hand-wheels Yd Sie er J ¢ 

which we formerly used, we now use large star-wheels on the Tig) 

base which, when tightened, makes table very rigid. 3 

A NEW FEATURE: This table has been further improved by 
an extra clamp on the upper part of the base. When the hand- y ea 

wheel is tightened, the upright is absolutely rigid. See Figure oa 

13, page 19. This table is adjustable in height from 31 to 41 in. r _ Lg 

General Description 4 eC . 

No. 175—24x32x13/16” ............-...-...--shipping weight 55 lbs. 3 
No. 176—31x42x13/16" ................-.-...shipping weight 75 lbs. 
No. 177—36x48x1-1/16" ......................shipping weight 95 Ibs. 
No. 178—36x54x1-1/16”  ...............-......shipping weight 105 Ibs. Biases 
No. 179—36x60x1-1/16" ....................-.shipping weight 115 Ibs. 

MATERIAL AND FINISH: The top is of selected basswood 
with hardwood cleats underneath to keep top straight. Finished 

with one coat varnish both sides, and top side sanded smooth. , 

Frame of hardwood, natural finish. Metal parts, black enameled. Table No. 176—31"x42” 

HOW SHIPPED: Shipped knocked down. 

Hamil Uni amilton 4-Drawer Unit No. 195 
This little cabinet has been used for years in our No, 252, 253, 257 and 258 Drawing Tables. 

It has four drawers which are very useful for storage of ink, tools, supplies etc. Every drafts 

eS man has catalogs, reference books, and miscellaneous literature pertaining to his work, and 

this cabinet furnishes exactly the right amount of drawer space to take care of this material. 

“eS DIMENSIONS: The drawers are 10%” wide, 23” long, and 35%” high inside. The cabinet 

is 1274” wide, 2816” deep, and 1942” high outside. 
fo) ; 

MATERIAL AND FINISH: Made of oak, light golden oak finish. é 

ie. SHIPPING WEIGHT: 65 lbs. 
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ci Hamilton “Shadowless” Tracing Table 
| No. 165 

del 

ez Be i ee Caen 
a = _- | imal 

a 
=<) Fey ag) 

es ; 

a 
J 

Sa 

| Cut-away View Showing Interior of Reflector. 

| 
( ‘ PURPOSE: In cases where tracings must be made over soiled Some difficulty may be anticipated with regard to the placing 

. blue prints or old drawings, it is indispensible. With it, tracings of compass points when making circles or for dividing. How- 

can be made accurately and at a great saving of time. The elec’ ever, a piece of transparent celluloid placed between the glass 

tric lights are below the plate glass top and proper illumination is and the drawing obviates this difficulty. 

obtained by four electric lights wired with a metal moulding 3 - a 3 

which bears the National Board of Fire Underwriters’ stamp. Drawings 24” x 36” or larger can be fastened with thumb 
The reflector being parabolic in shape gives an even illumination tacks to the basswood frame which surrounds the glass. Smaller 

on the glass above, and having an aluminum bronze finish on drawings may be fastened to the glass with gummed stickers. 

the inside, gives further diffusion, eliminating all dark spots. The top of this table is 36” x 48”. It is hinged at the front and 

Because the electric lights are below the plate glass top and has an adjusting device on the ends. The lights and reflector 

drawing, all shadows are eliminated and the draftsman is en- are attached to the top, thereby keeping the light reflector and 
abled to trace with a minimum amount of eye strain. glass top in the correct relative position. 

There is a snap switch at the end of the table which controls py aTE GLASS TOP: Flush with the top is a plate glass trac- 

all lights. ing surface 24” x 36”, the underside of which has a sand-blast 

This device makes it possible to make good tracings quickly and finish. The reflector has vents near the top for the surplus heat 

accurately even with heavy drawing paper. to escape. 

We furnish with each table one package of ArTacks which are very useful for at- 

taching the papers to the glass top in lieu of gummed stickers. eg Nien = 

We do not supply the electric bulbs shown in the illustration, but we recommend = i ee 

75 or 100 watt milk glass bulbs. : iw i 
: r 

Our regular parallel rule attachment can be attached to this table to advantage. Dicinaiiniiaaeeeaeel ‘g B 

DIMENSIONS: Top of table is 36” x 48”. Plate glass in center is 24” x 36”. 

Height of table at front 34”. Height with the raising blocks, 37”. Top tilts 

to any slant desired. 

MATERIAL AND FINISH: Frame of top is of selected basswood finish with one Lae 

coat varnish sanded smooth. 

( Body of table is of oak, light golden oak rub finish. 

SHIPPING WEIGHT : 220 lbs. HOW SHIPPED: Shipped set up. Top is Adjustable. 
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Hamilton Adjustable Drawing Tables € 
Nos. 140 to 155 

No Raising Blocks Needed — Adjustable as to Height and Slant of Top 

These tables cannot be surpassed for high grade, rigid, durable CENTER BRACE: All Hamilton 4-Post Tables over 72 
drafting tables. They have a special feature not found on other inches long have an adjustable Center Brace in the rear of the 
4-Post Drawing Tables. Unlike other tables of this type the table. See page 18. This prevents long tops from sagging in 
top is adjustable in height as well as slant. Draftsmen in gen- the center. 
eral will appreciate the raising feature which enables them to )4aTERIAL AND FINISH: The tops are of selected white 

work at the most convenient height. From the regular height pine, braced on the ends with hardwood oak cleats, fastened 
of 34 inches the top can be raised to 38 or 40 inches in height. with’ screws and heavy oblong washers which allow for con- 
When the top is raised to the desired height, and tilted to the traction and expansion. 
right angle for working, the hand-wheels are tightened which 
hold the top securely. See detail of this feature on figure 14, HOW SHIPPED: These tables are shipped knocked down to 
page 19. The drawing board top also has a #6” opening be- reduce freight charges. They are very easy to assemble as we 
tween front of board apron. See figure 16, page 19. furnish complete instructions for setting up with every table. 

REE aR a as Coe ER a 

oF x a i To the left is shown the plain table without draw- 

i Baa ers or units. These tables are listed as follows: 
i 36" SE x 60” Size Tables 

4 Table No. 140, Shipping Weight 155 lbs. 

36” x 72” Size Tables 
Table No. 143, Shipping Weight 170 lbs. 

42” x 72" Size Tables 
Table No. 146, Shipping Weight 195 Ibs. 

—_ 42” x 84” Size Tables 
; — — Table No. 151, Shipping Weight 230 Ibs. 

od / 

Nos. 140, 143, 146, and 151. ¢ 

To the right is shown the table equipped with one Tool c) a oe 

Drawer with Sliding Tool Tray. b a 
36” 3 x 60” Size Tables F 

Table No. 140-A, one Tool Drawer 334 x 1014 x 2714" 
inside. Shipping Weight, 165 Ibs. 

36” x 72” Size Tables 
Table No. 143-A, one Tool Drawer 334 x 1754 x 24” 
inside. Shipping Weight, 185 lbs. 

42" x72" Size Tables ——— = = 
Table No. 146-A, one Tool Drawer 3344 x 175% x 32” S SSS eas 
inside. Shipping Weight, 215 lbs. " ; 

42” x 84" Size Tables Nos. 140-A, 143-A, 146-A, 151-A, 
Table No. 151-A, one Tool Drawer 334 x 20 x 32” in- y 
side. Shipping Weight, 250 lbs. 

To the left is shown table equipped with one Tool Draw- 
er with Sliding Tool Tray, and one large shallow drawer. 

Soe eee mets 36” x 60” Size Tables 
ee ee Table No. 140-B, one Tool Drawer 334 x 1014 x 

rie aaa 274" inside; one large shallow drawer 2 x 2714 x 
3 2 ae Pe 37” inside. Shipping Weight, 175 lbs. 

ts 36" x 72" Size Tables 
Table No. 143-B, one Tool Drawer 334 x 175% x 24” 
inside; one large shallow drawer 2 x 25 x 42” inside. 
Shipping Weight, 195 lbs. 

* 42" x 72" Size Tables 
Table No. 146-B, one Tool Drawer 334 x 175% x 32” 

Sa inside; large shallow drawer 2 x 25 x 505%” ‘inside. 
ees Shipping Weight, 225 lbs. uf 

ss 42” x 84” Size Tables - 
Table No. 151-B, one Tool Drawer 334 x 20 x 32” iri é 

Nos. 140-B, 143-B, 146-B, and 151-B. side; large shallow drawer 2 x 32 x 5054” inside. Ship- 
ping Weight, 265 Ibs. 

' ; 
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: Hamilton Adjustable Drawing Tables Ci J g 
Nos. 140 to 155 miele 

. To the left is shown the table equipped with 37-K 

5 : (small) or 32-K (large) Unit, with Tool Tray. 

Ba : 36” x 60” Size Tables 

ee Lae hee Table No. 141, two deep drawers 374x1756x25” in- 

So ele a j fed S side; one large shallow drawer 2x25x3754”. 

i) See iene SHIPPING WEIGHT: 215 Ibs. 

ai = Re 36” x72" Size Tables 
eo = Table No. 144, two deep drawers 374x175@x25” in- 

om a side; one large shallow drawer 2x25x3734". 
SHIPPING WEIGHT: 270 lbs. 

42" x72" Size Tables 

ate Table No. 147. two deep drawers 374x20x32”; one 

gee large shallow drawer 2x32x42/4” inside. 

SHIPPING WEIGHT: 310 lbs. 

Nos. 141, 144, 147, 148, 152, and 153. Table No. 148, two deep drawers 374x173@x25"; one 
large shallow drawer 2x25x3754" inside. 

é SHIPPING WEIGHT: 290 Ibs. 

42” x 84” Size Tables 

Table No. 152, two deep drawers 374x20x32”; one large shal- Table No. 153, two deep drawers 374x1736x25"; one large 

\ low drawer 2x32x4214” inside. shallow drawer 2x25x379%” inside. 

SHIPPING WEIGHT: 318 lbs. SHIPPING WEIGHT: 325 lbs. 

The illustration on the right shows the table 

equipped with No. 32K and 32-C Units 

(large) or 37-K or 37-C Units (small), with : iaiciaee : eaShert 

Tool Tray. : 

36” x 60” Size Tables = S 

Table No. 142, two deep drawers 37% x 17% & Sree ee oy 

x 25” inside; six large shallow drawers 2 x 25 eae ee ee : 

x 379" inside. Oo ee 
SHIPPING WEIGHT : 30% Ibs. aero a al 

36” x 72” Size Tables : oe 

Table No. 145, two deep drawers 37% x 173% Cabs = Ps 

x 25” inside; six large shallow drawers 2 x 25 4 ms + oe 

x 375%" inside. oe cons - 

SHIPPING WEIGHT: 425 Ibs. re a “ 

42" x 72" Size Tables = ea bee Pa 
Table No. 149, two deep drawers 374 x 20 x Ne >= » wi * 

32” inside; six large shallow drawers 2 x 32 x See 2 

4214" inside. : 

SHIPPING WEIGHT: 425 lbs. Nos. 142, 145, 149, 150, 154, and 155. 

Table No. 150, two deep drawers 37% x 173% 

x 25” inside; six large shallow drawers 2 x 25 x 

375%” inside. 

SHIPPING WEIGHT: 390 lbs. 

42” x 84” Size Tables 

« Table No. 154, two deep drawers 374x20x32” inside; six large Table No. 155, two deep drawers 374x1756x25” inside; six 

a shallow drawers 2x32x4214” inside. large shallow drawers 2x25x3754” inside. 

SHIPPING WEIGHT: 465 lbs. SHIPPING WEIGHT: 400 lbs. 
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ilton M h Drawing Tabl Hamilton Monarch Drawing Tables € 
Nos. 166 to 169 

iQuns ; 4 

a Drawer and Tray in Tables 
_ Nos. 168 and 169. 

Monarch Drawing Table No. 168. | 

Most draftsmen realize that the four post drawing table is the Tables Nos. 166 and 167 have a tool drawer 31” x 77%” x 25” 

most popular and highest type of drafting table in use today. inside. Nos. 168 and 169 have a tool drawer 31/4” x 13” x 26” 

Hamilton Monarch Drawing Tables are of the four post type inside. Height 34”. é d 

and yet very moderate in price, competing successfully with MATERIAL AND FINISH: The tops are of selected bass- 

higher priced tables and also tables of a cheaper variety. wood, with hardwood end cleats; varnished on both sides and 

These tables are very popular among architects and engineers as sanded smooth. Body of table is of oak, light golden oak finish. 
they are especially adaptable to the highest grade of work re HOW SHIPPED: Shipped knocked down. Instructions furn- 

quiring large working surface. ished for setting up. 

‘These itabledsate “shipped: knocked «down. to. reduce. frei 00) sS 

charges, but are very easily set up as we furnish complete in- oobi eene. General Desctipaoni ay a nGuie laconic) 

structions for assembling with each table. The illustration Table Old Economy Size of T Shipping 
below shows the small space they occupy while being shipped. No. No. PAR OL NOR Weight 

Under the top is a blue print compartment 114” high, useful for 166 105 36” x 48” x 1-1/16" 135 lbs. 

accommodating drawings, blue prints, etc. 167 104 36" x 54” x 1/1/16" 140 Ibs. 

The illustration above shows the drawer with the sliding tool 168 103-A 5a. alee ee 165 Ibs. 

tray in tables Nos. 168 and 169. Tables Nos. 166 and 167 doo 102A ON TA" x 11/16" 180 Ibs. 

have the small tray shown only. 

The Monarch tables are 34” high, but can be raised 3” with ye : z 

raising blocks which are furnished. SS ae gees Me ae oe = 

DIMENSIONS: Tables Nos. 166 and 167 have a blue print ms ee see 
compartment 11/4” x 2814" x 4014" inside. Tables Nos. 168 i‘ . ae 

and 169 have a compartment 114” x 2814” x 5274" | = 

This table is design- 
ed to meet the de- 
mand for a substan- 
tial but inexpensive 
drawing table of the 

=p four-post type. Ship- _—_ 
ped knocked down, 
A good table for ex- 
port trade. 2 
Each leg is fastened 4 
to the upper frame é 

Illustration of Monarch Table Pecien a tea coe ; 
knocked down. ner plate. Monarch Drawing Table No. 166. 
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¢ Hamilton 4-Post Drawing Tables Nos. 220 — 258 
Hamilton 4-Post Drawing Tables are standard equipment in equipped with a Sliding Tool Tray which is arranged for accom- 

many of the largest drafting rooms. The quality is uniform;  modating draftsmen’s supplies, see page 33. 

the drawer equipment is flexible; the tops are straight and THE TILTING DEVICE: All Hamilton 4-Post Tables with 

square, and will stay so; they are made of the best well seasoned —_ adjustable tops are equipped with our standard Tilting Device 
stock, and are well finished in a light shade of golden oak. They No. 268. It is very efficient and cannot slip after being tight 

are very strong and durable; in fact, they outlive the purchaser. ened. The cut in the center of this page shows this device. 

ee oe a i mp ep s HEA LARGE TOPS HAVE 
tables than Hamilton 4 pa ror . i v . a EXTRA BRACE: All 
Post Drawing Tables, but “Bl at ret at og is Pa tops larger than six feet 

you cannot buy better Pi] P (ard A ee roe in length are equipped 
tables. = | Se eae sida mall with extra brace or Tilt- 
The illustrations on the ‘Se eS ea Scie _. aS reall ing Device on the rear 

next two Pages show the Y Son = 71 a ae a hi center of board. When 
many ways in which these === —— Se ? Me | the top is tilted, this de: 

tables are equipped. The RN ae ee i 4 4 vice is adjusted the same 

plain table without any ~wja fae A “3 ee ay as the regular Tilting De- 

drawers can be purchased, SS lt rice 2 gs f a ee | vice on the ends. This 

and later if desired, the ae ne i = 7, attachment, Hamilton Tilt- 

drawers can be added. eo LP, | if ing Device No. 268-A, can 

Our No. 250 table is ’ a SS Ye, \ be purchased separately 
the largest selling 4-Post ge aN Ba YJ. | and attached by anyone. ee V i a 
Drawing Table in the F Neo ig Up C}) | See cut below. 

world. It is used a great ESS SATA Under the top the entire 

deal by designers, archi- Bhoroa ei ration Equipeed Drattne Reon: table is covered with 

tects, and draftsmen in The Timken Roller Bearing Co., Canton, Ohio beaver board. This pre- 
general. It has a top 36” vents dust from accumu- 

x 60”, large enough for most work. For those whose work re- lating in the drawers. This dust protection is shown in cut, on 

( quires larger working surfaces, we recommend our tables Nos. the center of this page. 

220 to 258, which have tops 36” x72” and 42” x 84”. SHIPPED KNOCKED DOWN: These tables are shipped 

Many draftsmen prefer to use a knocked down to reduce freight 

small drawing board on the flat rc = charges, full and complete instruc 

top of these tables; reserving the or > | tions are furnished for assembling. 

balance of the table for reference G i ere " | HEIGHT). Alloe Post aeables are 

material, etc. For this purpose our +" : 34 inches high. This is our stand 
Inclined Drawing Board Nos. 298, if ard height which has been found 

24” x 36”, and 299, 31” x 42”, are e | to be correct from actual practice. 
recommended. These boards are } | However, we furnish raising blocks 
shown on page 34. which increase the height 3 inches, 

These tables can, of course, be when desired. For those who re- 

equipped to advantage with our quire this type of table with a top 

Drawing Table Dust Cover No. that is adjustable in height, we 

219-A to S, shown on page 33. ad recommend our Adjustable Draw- 

When desired, we will equip, at 5 Showing Regular Tilting De- ing Tables Nos. 140 to 155. 

slight extra cost, any of our 4 vice No. 268 on end and No. yya TERIAL AND FINISH: 
? Ba 268-A as Center Brace in rear. , 

Post Drawing Tables with Sliding The tops are of selected white 

Top Attachment No. 269. This permits drawing board top to be pine with hardwood end cleats, and heavy cleats underneath, 

drawn forward six inches from its normal position. See page 33. fastened with heavy screws and oblong washers, which allow for 

THE DRAWERS: It will be found that many of these tables contraction and expansion of the board, and prevent top from 

are equipped with our regular Oak Blue Print Units Nos. 37-K, warping or splitting. The tops are finished with one coat varnish 

CG, and M, and Nos. 32K, C, and M. This is an advantage to on both sides, and the top surface is sanded smooth. The body 

the draftsman as, when desired, an entire drawer from the Oak of the table is of oak, light golden oak finish. 

Filing Cabinets, containing the informa- These tables are the highest type of draft- 

tion desired, can be removed from the s ing tables on the market today. When all 
cabinet and placed in the table for refer- bolts are tightened after setting up, they 

ence, when our regular Oak Planfiles are are extremely rigid and solid. Should they 
used. This saves many steps to and from at any time become slightly loose, they 

i the Filing Cabinets. es can be tightened with an ordinary heavy 

TOOL TRAY : All of our 4-Post Tables, Construction of Drawing Board scoew, diiver. 
except those listed without drawers, are Tops on all 4-Post Drawing Tables. 
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il Post DrawingTables N Hamilton 4-Post Drawing Tables Nos.220 to 258 € 
— Continued 

La ee ee eae 

eS a gaat a ata pei The illustration at the left shows the plain 4-Post Table with- 
—e Z eee Se ee eeu sees? out drawers. These tables are listed as follows: 

af ur z 36” x 60” Size Tables 
= Table No. 250-A, adjustable top. Table No. 255-A, solid top. 

SHIPPING WEIGHT: 155 lbs. 

36” x 72” Size Tables 
Table No. 220, adjustable top. Table No. 225, solid top. 

SHIPPING WEIGHT: 165 lbs. 

42” x 84” Size Tables 
Table No. 230, adjustable top. Table No. 240, solid top. 

SHIPPING WEIGHT: 225 lbs. 

Nos. 250-A, 255-A, 220, 225, 230, and 240. 

To the right is the 4-Post Table with one Tool Drawer. > : te “ge chiens ee = 

36” x 60” Size Tables Boreas 
Table No. 251, adjustable top, Tool Drawer 334” x fae fm 
1014" x 2744" inside. 

Table No. 256, solid top, same drawers as above. 

SHIPPING WEIGHT: 165 lbs. 

36” x 72” Size Tables 
Table No. 221, adjustable top, Tool Drawer 334” x 
175%” x 24” inside. 

Table No. 226, solid top, same drawers as above. 

SHIPPING WEIGHT : 180 lbs. 

42” x 84” Size Tables Nos. 251, 256, 221, 226, 230-A, and 240-A. 
Table No. 230-A, adjustable top, Tool Drawer 334” € 
x 201%” x 32” inside. The illustration at the left shows the 4-Post Table with one 
Table No. 240-A, solid top, same drawers as above. Tool Drawer and large Shallow Drawer. 

SHIPPING WEIGHT: 250 Ibs. 46" 60" Sine Tables 
Table No. 250, adjustable top, Tool Drawer 334” x 1014” x 
2714" inside; large Shallow Drawer 2” x 2714” x 37/4" inside. 

Se ee eee Table No. 255, solid top, same drawers as above. 
a ee = SHIPPING WEIGHT: 170 lbs. 

| Dh ca ee ee 36" x 72" Size Tables 
na xt si Se Table No. 221-A, adjustable top, Tool Drawer 3%” x 1732” 

‘ x 24” inside; large Shallow Drawer 2” x 25” x 417%” inside. 

Table No. 226-A, solid top, same drawers as above. 

SHIPPING WEIGHT: 195 lbs. 

42” x 84” Size Tables 
Table No. 231, adjustable top, Tool Drawer 334” x 201%” x 
32” inside; large Shallow Drawer 2” x 32” x 5034” inside. 

Table No. 241, solid top, same drawers as above. 

e SHIPPING WEIGHT : 265 lbs. 

Nos. 250, 255, 221-A, 226-A, 231, and 241. : 

The 4-Post Table on the right is made as shown, only Os 
in the 36” x60" size. | oS sa = 

36” x 60” Size Tables I es 
Table No. 252, adjustable top, Tool Drawer 334” x i 
10144” x 2714” inside; large Shallow Drawer 2” x 27/4” | ry 
x 37%" inside: 4-Drawer Unit has drawers 3-9/16” x 
1014" x 23” inside. - 
Table No. 257, solid top, same drawers as above. 

SHIPPING WEIGHT: 240 Ibs. ay 

. 6 8 Nos. 252, and 257. b 
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Hamil Drawi I 1 amilton 4-Post Drawing Tables Nos.220 to 258 
a — Continued 

ae ee. 
iy eee ey i a 

EL 
O21) ea ae er 
i rt a as The table shown on the left is made with the equipment 

shown in the 36” x 60” size only. 

Es =e 36” x 60" Size Tables 
= Table No. 253, adjustable top, Tool drawer 334” x 10/2” 

m4 = x 2714" inside; large Shallow drawer 2” x 2714" x 371" 
~s inside; the two 4-Drawer Units have drawers 3-9/16” x 

= . 1014” x 23” inside. Table No. 258, solid top, same 
Pg drawers as above. 

™~ zo ae SHIPPING WEIGHT : 285 lbs. 

6 a Nos. 253, and 258. 0 f 

The table shown on the right is equipped with No. 37-K, ™ Cs Pen ee i oan 
or 32-K Unit. ic a So POS no — =a 

36" x 72" Size Tables oe ee z 

Table No. 222, adjustable top, two Tool drawers 334” x P~ vas 

1754" x 25" inside; one Shallow drawer 2” x 25” x 3734” a a 

inside. Table No. 227, solid top, same drawers as above. } FY 

SHIPPING WEIGHT: 245 lbs. | 

42" x 84” Size Tables | 

Table No. 232, adjustable top, two Tool drawers 334” x 
20” x 32” inside; one Shallow drawer 2” x 32” x 4214” in- = = 
side. Table No. 242, solid top, same drawers as above. a — ape 

SHIPPING WEIGHT: 305 lbs. <= 

( Table No. 235, adjustable top, two Tool drawers 334” x 
175%” x 25” inside; one Shallow drawer 2” x 25” x 3734” Nos. 222, 227, 232, 242, 235, and 245. 
inside. Table No. 245, solid top, same drawers as above. 

SHIPPING WEIGHT: 320 lbs. hOB heen sa ie ay NG Ge aoe le 
a CREATE e table on the left is equipped wit! -M or 32+. nit. 

eee eRe a coe SS et ae 36” x 72" Size Tables 

; a aS Table No. 223, adjustable top, two Tool drawers 334” x 
aN 1754" x 25” inside; three Shallow drawers 2” x 25” x 3794” 

oe x inside. Table No. 228, solid top, same drawers as above. 

aN a = SHIPPING WEIGHT: 310 lbs. 

= 5 eS 42" x84" Size Tables 
Table No. 233, adjustable top, two Tool drawers 334” x 
20” x 32” inside; three Shallow drawers 2” x 32” x 4214” 
inside. Table No. 243, solid top, same drawers as above. 

SHIPPING WEIGHT: 370 lbs. 

a | Table No. 236, adjustable top, two Tool drawers 334” x 
1754" x 25"; three Shallow drawers 2” x 25” x 375%” in- 

8 Nos. 223, 228, 233, 243, 236, and 246. side. Table No. 246, solid top, same drawers as above. 

SHIPPING WEIGHT: 350 Ibs. 
The table shown on the right is equipped with 37-K and : 

C Units, or 32-K and C Units. 

36" x72” Size Tables” ee ee Te ee 
Table No. 224, adjustable top, two Tool drawers 334” x SS ee 
175%" x 25" inside; six Shallow drawers 2” x 25" x 377%" ; fugu Te GEE EE 
inside. Table No. 229, solid top, same drawers as above. + yr presen 

SHIPPING WEIGHT: 360 lbs. ed oa) 

42” x 84” Size Tables rx ae Ps 

Table No. 234, adjustable top, two Tool drawers 334” x = = 7 

20” x 32” inside; six Shallow drawers 2” x 32” x 424” os ‘es a 

inside. Table No. 244, solid top, same drawers as above. a mn aN 

SHIPPING WEIGHT: 425 lbs. rs * = 

Table No. 237, adjustable top, two Tool drawers 334” x ~ _ > 

@ 1754" x 25” inside: six Shallow drawers 2” x 25” x 373%” 
inside. Table No. 247, solid top, same drawers as above. 

SHIPPING WEIGHT: 390 lbs. Nos. 224, 229, 234, 244, 237, and 247. 
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il il bl Hamilton Detailers Table No. 250-B € 
—with Reference Bank 

m) Gy 
r ¥ 
— . v . ea Ay 

aS ssaamananeeeeeaeaAiiae li anni x a \ 

! a oo SS 0 ae ei a, 2 
a > 

Oba a mY a @ \s : 

ae a Ps . 

9 : : 

| ; ' | 

PURPOSE: Hamilton Detailers Table No. 250-B was designed The mechanism which holds the bank has three separate ad- 

to be an efficient aid to the draftsman, detailer, or designer. justments, namely: The upper part slides up and down in the @ 

THE REFERENCE BANK: The reference bank is 65 inches asting, six inches; the center part QW \ 
long, and 1514 inches wide. It has a rim on the front and allows the bank to be tipped for- Ba XY 

En aee oot ah ends 114 inches high inside. The Ward and is held in place by a eS Ri 

ain hy a a bank is of oak, the same as the bal- hand-wheel; the bank can also be CS 
a i. ance of the table, and similarly fin’ tilted from a horizontal position to SON 

= — Fes ished. Being placed at the back ®?Y angle desired by means of a (ey ey 
(( ) 19 of the table, it is out of the way, semi-circular adjustment head. 4 

ae =| and still is accessible, and adjust’ THE DUST COVER: This table 

LY | able as to position for holding ref- is also equipped with our drawing 

e pust|cbver erence material, etc. used by the table Dust Cover, which, when jrO 

ri @' y draftsman. rolled back, rests in a round notch ora DRAWING BOARD TOP— 

oe ——— The bank can be lowered to 1434” in each casting. iB oS = ce 

| Ns > from the drawing board, and DIMENSIONS: Drawing Board \ =—— 

‘V~—_= raised to “ ? i Top, 36” x 
y , 20%" from 4 es 60"; Height Reference Bank Tilts 

Reference Bank Raises 6". 44.0 board. Lia A i] a as 34”; Raising Forward to Any Slant. 

The cut at the left and the one at the . — A ='(l te Blocks to increase height are 3” high. 

right shows the manner in which the ref- py mmm §=The Reference Bank is 1)” deep, 1434” 
erence bank is adjustable in height, posi- f< " ; at 3 wide, and 6314” long inside. 

tion, and angle. je 7% RZ ee The Tool Drawer is 334” x 10/4” x 2714” d 

The cut in the lower center of this page "i saiageaeegel pm ee, fee inside, and has a Sliding Tool Tray No. 

shows the large installation of these tables. eae li i Ko ke 117. See page 32. The shallow drawer is 

As will be seen by the cut above, the eo he 2" x 274" x 374" inside. 

drawing board can be also tilted to any (Ram Po MATERIAL AND FINISH: Top is of 

desired angle. It is fitted with our regu- Bc selected pine with oak cleats on ends, fin- 

lar tilting device No. 268. ‘ x fy. ished with one coat varnish, sanded 

HOW SHIPPED: The table is shipped y mt wan re pas 
knocked down to reduce freight charges | Showing an installation of the above tables, Bank of oak, light golden oak finish. 
and complete instructions are furnished The American Blowers Corp. SHIPPING WEIGHT: 250 lbs. 

with each table for setting up. HOW SHIPPED: Knocked down. 
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Hamilton Drawing Table Dust Cover 
Nos. 219-A to 219-8 

ry This drawing table dust cover is very efficient, yet very 

simple. It consists of a long dowel or roller on which 

is rolled the black water-proofed cloth. When not 

Lad an in use the roller and cloth is rolled to the back of the 
Nae Caen ee aaa 2 table and rests in brackets provided for that purpose. 

i | ras oe m Every draftsman knows that when he arrives at his 

table in the morning, or after a day or more’s absence, 

Showing Dust Cover rolled forward for protection. ay ded tee Bece Ary 60 thoroughly, ae ie work: 
ing surface, and its contents. This device makes this 

unnecessary as the curtain or cover prevents the dust from settling on the table. 

This dust cover is made in all sizes, for any table or drawing board listed in this " . i unianii 

catalog. It is numbered from 219-A to 219-S. See loose price list for the num- 

bers and sizes in which it is listed. 

Order one of these dust covers on the new tables you are ordering; or it can be 

installed by anyone. : 

Rear View. Whos Se 

il I N 12 d 129 Hamilton Tool Trays Nos. 117, 124 an 
Tool Tray No. 117 is furnished in. the tool pe 

drawer of our 4-Post Drawing Tables No. 250 a <a — oe a 

to 258. Tool Tray No. 124 is furnished in the [Xa ee 

right tool drawer of our oak Planfile Units No. » i >. eee 
( 32-K and 32-M, and Tool Tray No. 129 is Ee 

4 furnished in Units Nos. 37-K and 37-M. 2 
Tool Tray No. 124. Tool Tray No. 129. 

Tool Trays Nos. 124 and 129 are also furnished p DIMENSIONS Sp NOS ee lky ce LOG! Tray _ is 

in our 4-Post Tables Nos. 140 to 155, and 220 Sw 10 wide, 14" long, and 1-11/16” high 
249, whi its Nos. 32-K or M or 37-K pea Sean ; tO Ce en unre Ren erie x —amemmem No. 124 Tool Tray is 9” wide, 20” long, and 

or M are specified. The large compartment in Ve Sse 2” high outside 

each tray is for the instrument case, the long ss No. 129 Tool Tray is 9” wide, 1714” long, and 

compartments are for scales, rules, etc., the small 2” high outside. 
compartments are for small material, such as Tool Tray No. 117. MATERIAL AND FINISH: Made of bass- 
thumb tacks, etc. wood, finished natural. 

ilton Sliding Top Attach Hamilton Sliding Top Attachment No. 269 
This attachment can be installed on any 4-Post Drawing Table, ex- A 

cept Nos. 140 to 155. It permits the top to be drawn forward six ‘ NX 

inches from its normal position. The top can be tilted to any angle mN 
tae er aie TOP SLIDES —, 

as the sliding plate is hinged where it is fastened to the top. This FORWARD 6” iN 

device does not interfere with the Tilting Device at the rear as will uN j 

be seen in the illustration. This device gives more knee room for the drafts- H 
man and consequently more freedom of movement. i 

The sliding plates are first laid on ends of table frame, flush with front of table. ' 
The top is then laid on table frame and plates, with the top projecting 1/2” at (=a Sg 
the front, and with the ends of top projecting equally. Then mark on the un- i) Gx. 
derside of top the position of the hinges. The top is then removed and the / ‘ ae 
hinges fastened to the top. The top is then laid on table frame and bolts and SLIDING PLATE 
hand-wheels screwed in position on table frame. 

«¢ MATERIAL AND FINISH: The sliding plate is of heavy gauge steel, and. 
the hand wheels are of cast iron.. The finish is black enamel. 
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Hamilton Drawing Board 
: : : 

Drawing Kits Nos. 126 to 128 Drawing Boards Nos. 300 to 322 
Style “B” 

e. ¥%inch Boards with Hardwood Cleats on Back 

Zi Pine Basswood 
No. 300—12” x17” x %” 10 lbs.t No. 315—12"” x17” x 4%" 

The above illustrations show the top and bottom sides of our Ne Adee a SV ebay ND: Ste Le eee 
a i io. 302—16" x 22” x %" 12 Ibs, No. 317—16" x 22" x %” 

School Drawing Kits Nos. 126, 127, and 128. Nis ter BUH) Deoagns Un TKENUNGH sim eden wi ounce ae 

The drawing surface is of soft wood and the triangles and Tee No. 304—20” x 24” x %” 14 lbs, No. 319—20" x 24” x 9” 
Squares are made of birch. All are well made. No. 305—20" x 26” x %” 15 Ibs, No. 320—20"” x 26" x %” 

Dimensi d Weight: No. 306—23"” x 81” x %” 20 Ibs. No. 321—23” x 31” x %” 

Neel Stee gaa s Bap aOd tay RRO e829). 21 Tbe) No. S21 N28" x 86". | ay 
fA CORES hy Paes Uh RGR Mir: {eb Sea tesa GATT an Nea LIED Ne TNRCoo AUN A TR RCOLNAEUN SY | SE No. 308—81"” x 42” x %” 24 Ibs, No. 322—81" x42" x 4%” 

Nosh 26— 17 DBM el Ne NEN aC WUaAtel ny RNIN se ys) + Weights given are average weight per board in lots of 25. 

* Weights given are average weight per kit lots of 48. 

Drawing Boards Nos. 270 to 294 Inclined Drawing Board . neclne rawing Doaras Style “A” @ 
¥inch Boards with Cleated Ends, Two Drawing Surfaces. Nos. 298 and 299 

; These boards are used by draftsmen and artists who do not de- 

sire to use the entire surface of their table for drawing purposes. 

s This leaves the greater part of the table available for materials, 

etc., without interfering with the drawing surface. 

The lower illustration shows the angle at which the boards will 

rest. 

These drawing boards are made in sizes suitable for schools 

as well as for professional use. They are made of 34-inch stock 

and are tongued and grooved as the illustrations show, and with 

end cleats to strengthen the board, All of the boards which we 

manufacture are made with a tongue and groove construction 

Pine Basswood 
No, 27012" x1" x %" 4 Ibst No, 285—12" x11” xX" DIMENSIONS : Inclined Board No. 298 is 24” x 36". Inv 
No. 27116” x 21” x %” 4.51Ibs, No. 286—16”x 21” x fi Sapa s 

Ne 272—16” e 22” x %" 4.5lbs. No. 287—16" x 22” x %" clined Board 299 is 31” x 42”. 
No. 273—18” x 24” x %” 5.51bs. No. Seas x Bae x x” ‘MATERIAL AND FINISH: Made of selected white pine, 

Naber see ue e tee Ne ay : ia 3 z, with heavy cleats underneath fastened with screws and washers 

Ne ie z ca oe, 65 Re No. 291-20" x 26” x %” Which allow for expansion and contraction. They are finished 

No, 277-28" x 81” x %"” 8 Ibs. No, 292—23”x 31" x %” with one coat varnish on both sides sanded smooth. 
e im on 5 lbs. No, 293—24"” x 86” x %” 

No ee Ne cover clan 2 gs (SHIPPING WEIGHT IN CARTON) No. 298) .2/ tbe, | No. & 
} Weights given are average weight per board in lots of 50. 299, 35 Ibs. 
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‘ Hamilton Drawing Boards Nos. 330 to 351 
A ximate A’ 66 Weight per Board Style “D” 

Pine in Lots of 6 

No. 330—36"x48"x1-1/16" oo... eeseeeeseee--42 Ibs, 
Nossat eet xsd etl 1G eae CATA bat 
INO: 332-236" x60) x1 -1/ 16) ese. 5 9 Ibs: 
Wo) 333-36" x72) xt-0/167 7 0 60s, 
INO) 334-—427260 (xt) We ce ee Obs, 
INO} 305-42 0x72 x16 yn een lbs, 
No. 336—48"x72"x1-1/16" .....-0.--2------------80 Ibs. 

¢ Basswood 

No. 345—36"x48"x1-1/16" ...:-.0.-1-...-.-......42 Ibs, 
No, 346367540 x1-1/16" 2... 47 Ibs, 
No. 347-36) x60 x1-1/16% 0 sobs, 
No. 348--36x720x1-1/16") 60 Ibs, 

No. Sam eee ey ater seapicvetesoneecee 10) itp Style “D” 
No. 35042" x72" 211/16" enna eessecneenesee TD Tbs, 1-1/16” boards with 3” x 114” le ol 
Noi351=248' x72 x11 / 160 oe BO ba: i joards wil x14” maple cleats and oblong washers, staggered. 

@ @ 

Hamilton Drawing Boards Nos. 360 to 367 
6 Style “E” 

Average Weight 
Pine each 

No. 360—42"x84"x1-1/16” ....140 Ibs. 
No. 361—48"x84"x1-1/16” ....155 Ibs. 
No. 362—48"x96"x1-1/16" ....165 lbs. 

4 Basswood 

( No. 365—42"x84"x1-1/16” ....140 Ibs. 
" No. 366-—48"'x84"x1-1/16" HAS 5 Ts: 

1-1/16” thick with three maple cleats No. 367—48"x96"x1-1/16" ....165 Ibs. 
3”x 114” oblong washers, staggered. 

Style “E” 

Hamilton Drawi amilton Drawing Boards Nos. 370 to 381 
These boards are made up of 1” stock, finishing about 66799 
13/16” up to and including size 31” x 42”. Style I 

Larger sizes are made from 114” stock which will finish 

about 1-1/16”. 

Any boards larger than 72” are made with three hardwood 
cleats on the back. 

Contraction and expansion are guarded against by screws 
through cleats in slotted washers. 

There is also a series of grooves cut in the back of the 
board to take the transverse strength out of the wood. 

To insure a perfectly smooth working edge, a strip of 

hardwood is fitted into the edge of the board and the Style “I” 

strip is sawed apart at intervals to allow for contraction. 

Made of selected clear white pine only, in sizes listed below. 

Approximate Weight each | Approximate Weight each 
ltocrate 6 to crate ltocrate 6 tocrate 

No. 370—23"x31"x34”  —2 cleats on back ..40 lbs. 20 lbs. No. 376—42”x60"x1-1/16”—2 cleats on back 110 lbs. 60 Ibs. 
No. 371—31"x42"x34"  —2 cleats on back ..50 lbs. 26lbs No. 377—42"x'72"x1-1/16”—2 cleats on back 115 Ibs. EZ Absa 

No. 372—36"x48"x1-1/16”—2 cleats on back ..65 lbs. 45 lbs. No. 378—48"x72"x1-1/16”—2 cleats on back 135 Ibs. 80 lbs. 

r No. 373—36"x55”x1-1/16”—2 cleats on back ..70 Ibs. 52lbs. No. 379—42”"x84"x1-1/16”—3 cleats on back 140 lbs. 85 Ibs. 

Ves No. 374—36"x60"x1-1/16”—2 cleats on back ..85 Ibs. 55 lbs. No. 380—48"x84"x1-1/16”—%3 cleats on back 160 lbs. 90 Ibs. 

No. 375—36"x72"x1-1/16”—2 cleats on back 105 Ibs. 58 lbs. No. 381—48”x96"x1-1/16”—3 cleats on back 175 1bs. 100 lbs. 
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PARALLEL RULES 

Hamilton Parallel Rule Attach amilton Parallel Rule Attachment No. 46 6 
Without Parallel Rule 

This attachment consists of the necessary 

pulleys, cord, clamps, etc., for fastening to 

underside of board, and to straight edge. 

A feature of this attachment is that the straight 

edge can be removed for cleaning or other pur- 

poses and replaced without changing its original et 

alignment. This is done by loosening the 

thumb nut on the cord clamp, and then lifting 

the straight edge. | ‘ 

This attachment is easy running and accurate, oo é - 

as we use no springs for the tension. he : 

The straight edges must be ordered independent- ‘ 

ly, by number and size of board, as listed on r Fara 

next page. = = a G 
Instructions for Assembling ae an | 

te) ( © Hamilton Parallel Rule iy Ley 
‘ ys , ; eal) 

Attachment No. 46 
Fasten the two single-pulley plates to front cor- : 

ners of underside of board, and the two double- 

pulley slotted plates to rear corners, so that the ! € 

screws are nearest to the pulleys. All four plates 
should be placed x” from edge of board. as on 

Now start the cord at pulley F and run back ii ap 

inside of and around pulley A, then to pulley ee i 7 Ls 

B, around pulley C, over to inside of and around pay ES 

pulley D, then back to pulley E and tie the two Po,) Pe) 

ends of cord together securely. The knot in ar — 

cord should then be in center of rear of board. 

The two double-pulley plates are slotted for the screws and act Now take the two clamps H without the plates J and tighten 

as adjusters for the cord, eliminating the necessity of a spring to outside cord with the hexagonal nut so that they are about 

for the tension, which is not advisable if accuracy is desired. in center of end of board and equal distance from the front. 

When adjusting tension of cord, move either plate outward Assemble straight edge K with plates J on underside and slip J 

until desired tension is obtained and turn screws tight. over the bolt of H. If the clamps H are in such a position that 

the rule is now parallel with front of board, 

; 5 then tighten the thumb nuts on H and rule will 

: Ga? 4 now move up or down and retain its parallel 
A S- Ho ib position. 

ae 4 ynpersiD€ oF BOARD : Size, Please note that this attachment is so designed 

eel Sn (ed a that the straight edge may be removed for clean- 
>= SBS i eee ing by loosening the thumb nut on the clamps 
Ky 7 SS REAR OF BOARD H, then replaced exactly as before, without any 

\aw* oT) eS il adjustments being necessary, to make straight 
y /IND edge line up with lines previously drawn. 

PE RRA, 6 j « ° : 
\ Straight Edges for Parallel Rule Attachment 

"Straight Edge No. 57 with Mahogany Center and Maple Edges. 
Straight Edge No. 58 with Maple Center and Celluloid Edges. eo 

Above made for the following size boards: 42”, 48”, 54”, 60”, 72”, 84” and 96”. (Specify size of board.) 
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Hamil bles N d 5991 i amilton Typewriter Tables Nos.5983 and 599 
The Hamilton Typewriter Table is de- the largest typewriter manufacturers and 

signed right; it is light, strong and rigid supply houses throughout the country. 

—well made of good materials. They are packed and shipped singly in 

The heii is 26047 which i eendacd heavy corrugated cardboard cartons as 

height for the most convenient operation shown in the illustration. This lowers the 

of the typewriter, and there is ample leg packing and handling charges ab ene 
dobin ederaeseh) point of distribution, which, of course, 

reduces the price to the consumer. 
It is made and shipped knocked down, DIMENSIONS: One drawer 1014” x 

- is very easily put together with bolts 1434” = 114" inside: one slide 1054” x 

anu wie, nus 13”; table width 34”, depth 18”, height 

This table is a standard table supplied by 2614” 
No, 5983 Typewriter Table—Oak. 

—_ . MATERIAL AND FINISH: No. 
‘ 5983 table is of oak, antique finish; gM 

4 ss No. 5991 table is of birch, mahog- me aE 

= a el any finish. a 

eee SHIPPING WEIGHT: 33 lbs. ee 

Typewriter Table, showing the detachable HOW SHIPPED : Shipped knock- Typewriter Table packed in carton ready 
legs, knocked down for shipment. ed down in cartons. for shipment. 

@ 

Hamilton Wooden Horses Nos. 180 to 182 
DIMENSIONS: The plain horse No. 180 is y 

@ be eee 38” long and 37” high; No. 181 with sloping 
top is 377%" high at the front and 3914” high 

at the back. 

No. 182 with adjustable top has a minimum 

height of 39” when level and maximum height : 
of 50”. When used on a slant it has a mini- 

mum height of 37” at the front and 52” at the 
back. When it is desired to use the adjustable 

horse at a horizontal height of 37”, the ad- 

justable device is simply removed. 

MATERIAL AND FINISH: Made of hard- 

wood, finished natural. 

SHIPPING WEIGHT: No. 180, 32 lbs.; No. 

181, 35 lbs.; No. 182, 40 lbs. 

Wooden Horses Nos. 180 and 181. SHIPPED : Knocked down, one pair in carton. Wooden Horse No. 182. 

Hamilton F il amilton Foot Rail Protector No. 15 
This is designed to protect the foot rail on any 4-Post Drawing Table. It 

will prevent the foot rail from being worn down and the finish worn off 

from constant wear of the draftsman’s feet. 

= i It is made of angle brass 36 inches long, of 16 gauge material. It is made 

oT. “= 2 inches high on the front and 114 inches wide on the top. It is bored for 

eight small brass screws. 

; It car be attached to any 4-Post Table Foot Rail with a screw driver. It is 

( placed in the center of the knee room, or where the feet would be most 

\ : Hamilton Foot Rail Protector No. 15 likely to rest on the foot rail. As it is made of brass, it will always look well. 

No finish to wear off. 

(37) 
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Hamilton Steel Sectional Art Fil 6 
2436 Line 

ERS oo Cap These sectional art file cabinets were designed 
SM for efficient and economical filing of all kinds 

of art work, but principally for commercial art 
r Card such as wash drawings, line drawings, photo- 

Hl Ls Ril 0 sl ee graphs, designs, etc. 

‘are | Sa No.1840 The old system whereby drawings of all kinds 
were filed in flat drawers, regardless of classifi- 
cation or size, should be a thing of the past. 

The horizontal drawer unit No. 1830 has five 
7 mi drawers 25”x37"”x2" inside, and will file 

-_ i a 5 drawings 24” x 36” or smaller; but are primarily 
enney) intended for regular full sheet illustration board 

4 by b by Uni 23” x29” or similar sizes. Each drawer has a 
} ly Z P No. 1860 dust cover of black coated canvas which fastens 

yy! J at the front. This protects the drawings. See 
illustration Style A drawer. 

The vertical drawer unit No. 1860 has four 
drawers which can be had in style F, G, or H. 

j See illustrations. We recommend two style F 
drawers, one style G and one style H drawer 

= Cee to each unit. 
ae (i : ; 

- PGRN Horizontal Style F drawers will take drawings 14/2” x 23” 
a icy Drawer or one-half of regular 23” x 29” sheet, filed ver- 

= ~—? Unit tically. 
a oy No. 1880 

‘eal ; ae Style G drawer has two compartments and will 
as ~ take drawings 11” x 14144” or one-fourth sheet. 

im “cat Style H drawer will take drawings 7/4” x 114” 
Ca a or one-eighth sheet, and has three compartments 

Buse with removable partitions. é€ 

al Notes Style F drawer will hold about 150 drawings 
made on four ply illustration board, or propor- 
tionately less on thicker stock, or more on thin- 
ner stock. : 

Combination No. 439 (Small Units). Shee. 

The card file unit No. 1840 has five card drawers which take cards 3” x 5” or 4” x 6”. These y 
file cards, of course, are for use in connection with H 

P te the art work filed in the drawers. pi 

ie The drawings are to be numbered in a convenient 
| e place for easy reference. The upper right corner on : 

i drawings filed in the vertical drawers, and the lower 

\ right corner on drawings filed in the horizontal draw- Style F Drawer. 
‘ ers. Both drawings and file to contain the necessary 

information about drawings, subject, ownership, cata: 
log number, etc. One card file unit will care for many Pea m 

3 drawer units and contents. As illustrated, all drawers ne Foon 

Style G Drawer. in this system have labeled holders. Any number of sn " | Fi 

units may be placed in stacks or tiers. a 

MATERIAL AND FINISH : Cold rolled furniture steel, with olive green baked enamel finish. : 

ee 
Dimensions Sse SU Aca SAE TACK Oa Dh ee nO a ca RT ec Ua 

Unit Width, 4074"; Depth, 28/2" _ Height Shipping Wiese Style H Drawer. 
Base Unit No. 1837-24. oa high: 40 Ibs. 
Horizontal 5-Drawer Unit No. 1830........1534” high 214 Ibs. 
Vertical 4-Drawer Unit No. 1860.............179%” high 214 Ibs. 5 gic 

Card File 5-Drawer Unit No. 1840........7-11/16” high 130 Ibs. a a 

Gaia Nec Iesso eo 11/168 high 40 Ibs. wii a= 
See ee eee eee ee ee say 

Style “A” drawers are 25” x 37” x 214” inside. css 
Style “F” drawers are 734” wide, 15144” high and 24” long inside. eo & 
Style ““G” drawers are the same as style “E” but have a center partition. 
Style ‘““H” drawers have three compartments and are 1134” high inside. Style A Drawer. 
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Hamilton Ideal-Uni 1 Artists Tabl ( amulton Ideal-Universal Artists lables 

Nos. 157-A, 158-A 
This new artist table is, as the name implies, universal in its adaptability to all kinds of art work; including 

commercial art, pictorial, sign writing, sign painting, etc. 

THE SLIDING TOP: It has a new feature which, to our knowl- pap NT = 
edge has never before been used on an artists table. The top is [ie —age 
braced with steel channel cleats, which slide in a steel channel Wine rs 

suspension on the table frame. The ‘an. a 1 
Sliding Top is held in any position by \ \ j 
a hand-wheel which holds it firmly yf 

/ when tightened. See fig. 17 page 19. ‘xf 
; a i 

a i TOP ADJUSTMENT: When the \ Ideal-Universal 

ee hand-wheel is loosened, the top will Artists Table 
ee slide forward 10 inches from its nor- No, 158-A 

\ ve mal position; or 15 inches backward (Rear View) 
aS ea from normal position; a total of 25 i 

: ey inches adjustment. He 40) rey \ He r 
, a) } | i When the large star-wheel at the ae: \ 

< >’ base is loosened, the table frame has a ate \ 
, vertical adjustment of 10 inches. See p A 

fig. 12, page 19. The maximum height eal Sa 
of the table when level is 42 inches; 
and the minimum height is 32 inches. 

Ke 4 When the top is tilted vertically, it has 
y / a vertical adjustment of 30 inches. The 

minimum height from floor to top of 
board ie 42 inches for Table No. 157-A, This ledge or shelf can be pushed back out of the way when 
and 46 inches for Table No. 158-A. not in use. 

Fig. 1 Ape Pee ee we ene Gy ee 2 shows ae top tilted vertically and lowered for sitting 

Table No. 158-A. Of course, only 10 height easel working. 
9 inches of this adjustment is in the table Figure 3 shows 

frame. The balance is due to the Sliding Top feature. the table lowered a 

This table is very rigid and strong at any height. This is due to an ee Ae = ee 
the construction of the adjustable parts. When the upper clamp Ga} art, sign writ- Lf as acacia 

is tightened, the rod run- ing, show card i < — ; 
ning through the table work ete. ee ] 
draws the frame together. PHOS \ Mgt —B/ 

be | This is also true of the Figure 4 shows : 

i lower star-wheel tightener, the table adjusted ‘% 
1 iy Re The rods running through (on comment art 

: the table draws the entire @n¢ used in con se 
A 1 _) frame together, absolutely ee, we Hee Gas VA . 

Fe arene y eliminating any play or Sei EMA EY, eg 
ee on yD) looseness in the frame  !able No. 192. 

fe re work. In addition to the 4 
in 4 above, this tabie 1s 

Wy The Steel Channels which equally useful for ‘ 

: are fastened to the under’ the draftsman, de- Fig. 3 

iy side of the top have ob- signer, architect, 
= V/ long slots for the screws. etc. DIMENSIONS: Table No. 157-A, top 
Ty r/R 24” x 32"; Height 32” to 42” when level. 

L | Height when tilted vertically 42” to 72”. 

me? 7 Table No. 158-A, top 31" x 42”; Height 
Fig. 2 2 sane 32” to 42” when level. Height when tilted 

. \ = vertically 46” to 76”. 

i oe t: £. MATERIAL AND FINISH: Top of 
This construction allows for contraction a oe en selected soft wood, varnished on both 

and expansion of the top, therefore it \ (a, sides and sanded smooth on top. Frame 
will not warp or split. 5 : : of hard wood, finished natural. All metal 

Figure 1 above shows the table raised to Be. BS parts and hardware are black enameled. 
its maximum height for eae height bat HOW SHIPPED: Shipped knocked down. 
easel working. This is for oil painting, fr | a 

7 sign painting, etc. For this work we fur- Die RuEEING eee No. 157-A, 60 Ibs. 
« nish a stecl ledge or shelf for holding the . °. . 

: oil painting or illustration board, and the Fis. 4 Tool Cabinet No. 161 can be attached to 
materials used such as tubes, brushes, etc. S this table at slight extra cost. See page 23. 

(39) 
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The Bart Combinati i bl e Bart Combination Drawing Table No. 185 é 
The Bart Combination Table will meet every requirement of the commercial artist or 

\ draftsman, and is also available for any use to which a small drawing table may be put 

\ in the home or the school. 

p \ The top is adjustable as to slant. ; ge 
/ \ 
/* \ AX The working surface is adjustable in height | | 

ge from 30 to 37 inches by changing the position i ae 

eee a of the legs. 
This table is built light but strong, and the e Se \ 

special feature of this table is that it holds the kA , v o& 
drawing surface in an upright position for by | 

y poster work, pastels, oil painting, or public y 

¥ presentation in lecture work, instruction or en- 

A tertainment. 

A special feature of this table is the provision 

for revolving the drawing board by the use of 

a special swivel bolt. The small lugs for sup- 

porting the ordinary drawing board are, of 

course, first removed. The bolt is then put 

through the center of the drawing board which 

"The. Bart ‘Combination Drawing will be flush on the working side. The bolt 1s 
Table then pushed through one of the holes in the 

tilting top and a nut is put on the underside. 

This swivel feature will be appreciated by commercial artists. 
halk 

The table is furnished without drawing board, but any board up to 24” x 36” can be used. Heel Candies Rion yi 

DIMENSIONG......-------2---sco-soeeeoes-oe-e---- Width, 24”; depth, 24”; height, from 30” to 37”. 
MATERIAL AND FINISH.......2..2-02:0--e:0s:s0e0c:seeee-oeseee-------Made of birch, finished natural. 

HOW SHIPPED\..00.o...:--cne-ce-ececoeesseeeeetseeeseessectseeseeseseeees Shipped knocked down, in carton. 

Hamilton Artists Auxiliary Table N amilton Artists Auxiliary lable Nos. 192, 193 
No. 192 without Glass Top. No. 193 with Plate Glass Top. 

This little cabinet table was designed especially for the use of artists who 

need a convenient receptacle for their materials, such as water, colors, 

brushes, paper, illustrations, etc. = EI 
Sarco aes 

No. 193 Table has a plate glass top 15” x 1634”, with the front edge iP 

rounded. This glass top can be used as a palette, if desired. When 

water or colors are spilled on it, it can be very easily cleaned, and it 

protects the table top. | 

The slide shown on the left can also be pulled out on the right, but 

it has an automatic stop which prevents it from being entirely withdrawn. eee 

The drawers are useful for storage of materials, tools, etc. The shelf an) 

beneath is handy for miscellaneous articles which can not be placed 

where space is needed for working. The top has a rim 1” high on 

sides and back to keep articles from falling off. Equipped with metal 

shoes under the legs for easy moving. 3 

A well made article at a low price, but not to be compared with the cheap Artists’ Auxiliary Table No. 193 

tables, put on the market to sell at a low price but of flimsy construction. 

Artists who use the Hoffman Stands, Ideal-Universal, Bart Table or Iron Base artists tables in connection with the Auxiliary 

Table will find that it is a splendid combination. 

DIMENSIONS: One drawer 1314” wide; 15” deep, 314” high inside, and one drawer 41/2” high inside. Top 15” x 1634” 

inside. Table is 16” wide; 1714” deep; and 2514” high. 

INPATTERTAD AND BINISH: 0.5 tot nee Cis Cae ae Ga eeelemeeyn oh ks Made. of birch, finished natural. 
SUTPDING  WELG HT costo UI eae eae iee tc cose eas eel Saeed NG.) 192 80. dbe. Nor 193, (90 Ibs. 
MTV S TTP PE Dee ee Nn tenets PR eS UNL Laie ou elena Ue SRD ped det Uy, 

For Prices see loose price list. 
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ee | ey Hamilton Artists Table 
‘ eC BA eee 2 eee No. 194 

(( y » on : yy Ce ( ee Spee new artists table is adaptable to @ 
f . ree Le = bas: ee Boe a9 almost any kind of art work including 
\ i <s =) _ 4 Go be A commercial art, and sign writing. It has 
\ \ ~—Zey ea Kee oS ie Me a removable and interchangeable drawing 

\ , 3 og nN ee eae eee ee See board 18” x 24”. As will be seen in the 
hn SS Se ey illustration this table has a flat space at the 

; } = = ~ right of the drawing board’ for the artist’s 
We aa = © materials. The table is strong and rigid, 

if ie and made of hardwood, and as will be seen 
= it in the photo, there is ample leg room under- 
q | | neath. 
QSIEKF | ae a : 

pl YT The tilting supports are interchangeable 
—— ee with longer ones when a greater slant to 

| \ Ru the drawing board is wanted than that 
| shown in the cut. 

Although the drawing board is instantly re- 
movable, when once in place, it will not 
move or slip on the table top. 

The photo above shows the table in actual ‘This table has a drawer for materials with 
use. Note that there is ample leg room a compartment in front for brushes. It 
under the table. also has a slide at the right. 

The slide can also be pulled out to hold One of the big features of this table is its 
copy or other material. low price. Never before have you been able 

When desired, Hamilton Auxiliary Artists ma to obtain an artists table of this quality at 
Table No. 192 may be used in connection e this price. 
with this table. DIMENSIONS 

. Foe ae ef Sek Oe anes ee : a Width, 32”; Depth, 18”; Height, 2614”. Draw- ee | ee oe re EES ie ns 
WF Furniture is the largest line in the world. amilton Artists Table@@ 194 Ga eh ob ae ee @ 

Ask for catalog No. 7. With Drawing Board 18" x24" finish.
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Table No. 194-A shown with Auxiliary Table No. 192 
| 2 

| | i Hamilton Artists Table | 
No. 194-A 0 

The photo above and the illustration on e 
the right show Table No. 194-A. This | } 
table is the same as Table No. 194 except \ | | 
that the drawing board is larger, being | 
23x31”. The board however is instantly / | ] | 
interchangeable with the smaller 18 x 24” mee ] 
board when desired. | e | 
The tilting supports are rigid and when | } 
board is in place on the table, it will not ( 
move or slip. This table is shown above ‘ 1 Ge 

@: connection with Hamilton Auxiliary Hamilton Artists Table . 194-A Table No, 192. With Drawing Board 23" x31 HAMILTON -ECONOMY 

r ’ ” = Pena Dr. Cir. 37, 7-29 7 r. Cir, 37, 7-
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Hamilton Artists Tables Nos. 207 to 208-A 
No. 207 with Rear Shelf. No. 208 without Rear Shelf : 

No. 207-A with Rear Shelf and Swing Drawer and Tray No. 120 bore oY 
No. 208-A with Swing Drawer and Tray No. 120—No Shelf 

This table is adjustable with a hand-wheel, and rack and pinion move Ee 
ment. Both raising and lowering are done by the hand-wheel, as it has 5 yee 
a friction clutch which holds table in any position. 7) 

The top can be revolved at any height, as the entire top above the base a =< 
rests on a collar. The small hand-wheel, when tightened, prevents top ire ets 
from turning. Top is rigid at any height. > e ae), co Fh 

The top can be tilted to any angle and held in position by a turn of the upper hand- Pr OE gw 
wheel on right side. The shelf remains horizontal at all times. When desired, swing wy i >or\ : 
tray No. 120 can be supplied with these tables. See No. 207-A, and 208-A. gH? e ox ae 

These tables are also equipped with easy rolling casters, at slight extra charge. vie 40) 151" 3° 

DIMENSIONS: Top 23” x 26” x34”. Horizontal shelf at back, 7”x26”". Height, a me por 4) 
30” to 40”. 

im), a 

MATERIAL AND FINISH : Top of oak, light golden oak finish. Base of best grey / i > 
cast iron, olive green baked enamel finish, handsomely striped. SS S 

SHIPPING WEIGHTS: No. 207, 110 lbs.; No. 207-A, 120 Ibs.; No. 208, 110 Ibs., No. gt 
208-A, 120 Ibs. Shipped knocked down. No. 207-A 

eo 

< Hamilton Artists Tabl 
Se Nos. 209 to 210-A 
gS Ne oz No. 209 with Shelf. No. 210 without Shelf. 

A No. 209-A with Shelf and Swing Drawer and Tray No. 120 
No. 210-A with Swing Drawer and Tray No. 120—No Shelf 

| These tables are similar to Nos. 207 and 208, but have a lighter base, and the raising and 
we lowering is not done by a hand-wheel. There are two tightening hand-wheels which hold 

spar © top in position at desired height. 

x When desired, swing tray No. 120 can be supplied with these tables. (See No. 209-A 
and 210-A). These tables are also equipped with easy rolling casters, at slight extra charge. 

ie DIMENSIONS: Top 20” x 24”x 34". Horizontal shelf at back, 7”x 24”. Height, 
= 29" to 40”. 

5 ff ING MATERIAL AND FINISH: Top of oak, golden oak finish. Base of best grade cast: 
iron, with olive green baked enamel finish, handsomely striped. Shipped knocked down. 

| No. 209 SHIPPING WEIGHTS: No. 209, 95 Ibs.; No. 209-A, 110 lbs.; No. 210, 90 lbs.; No. 
¢ Pare. 210-A, 105 Ibs. 

Hamilton Artists Table 
No. 535 

It has one tool drawer at the right which has the following inside dimensions: 
Depth 24%”, width 9-1/16”, length 14/4”. 

The entire table including the flat top, is made of oak, and the small tilting 
board is also made of oak which can be tilted to any angle. This small 
board is 20” x 24” and has cleats on each end which are securely fastened ‘to 
the center piece with four long screws. 

The flat space at the right of the small drawing board will be found very 
convenient for water jars and similar artists’ materials. 

This table has the following dimensions: Top 20” x 34”, 30” high. 

MATERIAL AND FINISH: Made of oak, light golden oak rub finish. 

HOW SHIPPED: Made and shipped knocked down. 

SHIPPING WEIGHT : 85 lbs. 

= oc ° 
 ——— a §=6 Hamilton Color Slabs 

a a z rf? These color slabs are made of heavy white glass 
and are just the right thing to mix and keep 

No. 4— 44" x 10” No. 10— 2346" x 514” colors of all kinds. 

C414
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Hamilton-Hoffman Drawing Stands © 
No. 430 Peerless Drawing Stand te 
The Hoffman Drawing Stands are well known for their 

quality and serviceability. They are especially adapt- 

able to the use of the commercial artists, sign writer, s 

and, in fact, anyone who does art work, <a 2 Nea 

The No. 430 Stand is unequalled for a moderately = iy es : 

riced, substantial artist’s stand. ie ren eras priced, s r bo KT 
It is of tubular construction and finished in nickel plat- 

ing and black enamel. A very good feature is the cork 

inserts in the feet of the table, making it silent and i = If 

firm on the floor. . ‘ PA 

The Swivel Head to which the oak board or pine draw- Wi 

ing board is attached is universal in movement. It per- " 

mits the board to be tilted or revolved in any position, a feature which every J 

commercial artist will appreciate. The board and center plate may also be bg 

removed from the socket and another board fitted in is place at any time desired. 

Many artists have several boards with center plates for this purpose. Man 4 

The nickel-plated upright to gy : 

which the Swivel Head No. Mi 

436-L is attached permits 

the board to be raised or 

lowered in the base. Maxi- 

mum height 45”. Minimum é » 

height 31”. Both cuts show - 
the No. 436-B Oak Drawer i - 

and Tray. @ 

The oak top, also the drawer i Mao 

and tray with attachments, ee oe 

and the drawing board shown ~ Fee ae a eee 

are extra, 

MATERIAL AND FINISH: 

Steel tubular construction. 

Nickel plated and black : 

enameled. é 
oY 

5 ay or, 
* ‘it 

No. 432 Sterlin: = A! i 
No. 430 Peerless Drawing Stand, Front View 4 is g ao 

Pat’d 1910. New patent pending. Drawing Stand s <e yah L 

The No. 432 Stand is a lighter model than the No. 430 but is absolutely first | 3 
class in every respect. It also has the cork tips in the feet, and the universal Sn 

adjustable Swivel Head No. 436-L, the same as in the No. 430 Stand. Vi \\ 

The illustration to the right shows the No. 277 Style A Pine Drawing Board, ip 

and the No. 436-C Varnished Oak Tray, attached to the Sterling Stand. The | \ 

board and tray with attachments, however, are extra. \| 

Of course, the oak top No. 436-A, which is shown on the illustration of the 4 \ ‘ 

Peerless Table, as well as the Drawer and Tray can be attached to the Sterling f Yep 

Stand. i y 
In case the artist does not care for the Swivel feature of the Universal Head 

No. 436-L, he can substitute our Sector Head No. 436-M which is illustrated \ 

on page 43. This head, as will be seen by the cut, allows the board to be tilted B 
to any angle but cannot be revolved. It is, however, sold at a lower price. : 

MATERIAL AND FINISH: Steel, tubular construction. Nickle plated and Pat’d 1910. New patent pending. © 
black enameled. ° No. 432 Sterling Drawing Stand 

For Prices and Shipping Weights, See Price List. Board and Tray with Attachments Extra 

(42)
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Hamil Hoff awi d e amilton-Hoffman Drawing Stands 
No. 434 Attachable Universal Adjustable Drawing Board Bracket 

The No. 434 Bracket enables the artist to place his drawing board on 
the edge of any table which is 1” in thickness or less. The Univer 

. sal Head No. 436-L is used, which permits a range in height of 17”. 

, wae That is, it can be raised 17” higher than its minimum height, which 
nA would, of course, be approximately the height of the table to which 

IN it is attached. The Sector Head No. 436-M may be substituted if de- 
‘ r sired, lowering the price of the bracket. 

| 

Zul 

| \ if IY) _ pava 1910 oe yet] ale 
| ST = Patent Pending AN ——— 4 pet * ial ME thawing Board Ee = \ ee 
L tra sn ae e oe 

No. 434 Attachable, Adjustable Drawing wis VO cess \ “e a 

Board Bracket. VS EEE a A 

SS Fe i i 

= —t—i—C~S 

i = | ‘i 
| pe eee a 

os a fe Wiese A | ; 

“2 =< ¥ Se peng ee 
SSE SS SS SS 

- < <a] oe he Se ee Sn 

\ 5 ee _ The Modern Studio 
Extension Upright Showing Drawing Stand No. 430, Set-Ezy Stool No. 420 

Arm. and Artists Auxiliary Table No. 193. 

" No. 436-N Extension Upright Arm 

aaa! The illustration to the left shows the manner of using 
A the Extension Arm. It permits a total height to the 

| drawing board of 58” instead of the usual 45”. This 
r makes it especially adaptable for tilting the board ver- 

ile tical as an easel or for chalk talk or similar work. This i 

"7 Extension can, of course, be used in the No. 434 
i Bracket, or Peerless or Sterling Stands. 

p No. 436-M Sector Head with Upright 

Mf The Sector Head shown to the right was designed for those who 
jf do not care for the swivel feature of the No. 436-L Head. The 

4 . board can be tilted to any angle, but cannot be revolved or removed 
J », from the socket. It is, however, sold at a lower price than the No:’436-M Sector Head. 

Mo ‘4 Universal Swivel Head. Drawing Board and 
= Clamp Extra 

Parts List 

No. 436-A 24”x 28” Varnished No. 436-J Sterling Base only. Material and Finish 

eee No. 436-K Bracket Clamp only. The hi ee terale is used 
No. 436B Varnished Oak No. 436-L Universal Adjustable Swivel Head. ‘ 8 8 : in the Hoffman Stands. The metal 

Drawer and Tray 10/4” x No. 436-M Sector Head. parts are of steel and cast iron, and 
144" with Arachne nts, No. 436-N Extension Upright Arm. are black enameled or nickel-plated. 
Ne ae is 344" x84” No. et aad Center Plates to attach to Extra The drawing boards are of best selected 

ee i ey Bet . white pine, sanded smooth both sides. 
«, No. 436-C 9"x13" Varnished No. 276 Style A, 20” x 26” Pine Drawing Board. The oak tops and trays have a light 

S Oak Tray with Attachments. No.277 Style A, 23” x 31” Pine Drawing Board. golden oak finish of good quality. 

No. 436-H Peerless Base only. No.278 Style A, 24” x 36” Pine Drawing Board. 

For Prices and Shipping Weights, See Price List. (43)
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Drafting Room Furniture 

Article No. ARTICLE Page No. 

Oak Filing Cabinets 

32, 37, 44 Oxgk Sectional 'PlanfileCabinetsys2s. ea es 4-7 

200-E-238-E Economy Sectional Planfile Cabinets ........22......-1-2-:se-0eeeeeeee 6 

40 Piseon bole (Cabinet jist oe ee a reece tae i 

20-27 Combination Drawing Tables and Filing Cabinets... 8 

400-405 Oak) Vertical wD niles aicecess hs eee ee 9 

Comb. 19 SectionaleRererence Pile menue eee els el ae 9 

Steel Filing Cabinets 

1951-1953 HamiltonUracine Molderdsk aces canes a ae, 12) 
1825-1890 Steel Sectional Planfile Cabinets) ..000000.20.224000 el. 1014 G 

1875-1879-B Hamilton-Calumet Vertical Planfiles 000.0 15-17 Y 

Drawing Tables, Stools, Etc. 

Pamalton Peatures en ke) a hoe cia ea eo NL 

100-107 De Luxe Adjustable Drawing Tables... eee 20 

108 HamiltomDrattinp Woomi@abinet 22.) o ee 20 

211-217-M Steel Base Adjustable Drawing Tables ..........2..2-.2...1..-0------ 21 
110-114 Champion Adjustable Drawing Tables W222... 22 
420-422 Bet iey Stools ea ee 

428 Gomfort-@ushion sya coer r iia aie eee ei hay 22 
157-160 Ideal Adjustable Drawing Tables 0.00000 )te0 23) 
162-164 Folding ‘Draware Tiblee ees ee ee 
170-172 Wrestle Drawing Tables! 2.27 eee sect 24 

175-179 Perfection-Monroe Adjustable Drawing Tables... 24 

195 Hamilton 4-Drawer) Unity Rinses na eee Mee cies 24 
165 Shadowless)Dracing) Table 2.0 ho nan ae ee 25 
140-155 Adjustable 4-Post Drawing Tables 000i. 26-27 
166-169 Monarch Drawing Tables iiec's cakes ues oe ae 28 

268-268-A Wilting Device ee ow ee eee ce 29 . 
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Hamilton Artist Tabl amilton Artist Table Nos. 194 and 194-A 
HEX is a practical artists table sold at the lowest price 

J ever known for a table of this quality. Only our large 

A oy production has made it possible to produce this table at the 

= og low price we ask for it. 

EY ee ea. It is adaptable to 
enn Las any kind of art > 

= J work including ey 
commercial art, sign ef a 
writing, sketching, f . ae 

or painting. As ‘ < SF 7 
shown by the il- y 4 i 7 
lustrations there is n a AS a 

ample leg room ‘e a ee 

under the table. e a 

THE DRAWING Ng | =e 

BOARD: Table — 

No. 194 has a bass- Paes 4 

wood drawing ey 

board 18”x 24” and oh 

has a clear space at \ NG. 

the right 10” wide 
and 18” deep for 

i is . artists materials 

Table No. 194 with board 18" x 24 such as water jars, Showing Board Set Vertically 
colors, brushes, etc. 

THE SLIDE: It also has a slide on the right for additional materials. 

THE DRAWER: Directly under the drawing board is a drawer with a round bottom compartment at the front for brushes, ete 

THE TILTING FEATURE: It has a special device for tilting the drawing board, 

to almost any angle, as well as vertically. The cut below shows this device in 

: detail. It is simple, yet positive and practical, and when not in use the board may 

—_ be laid flet. 

| | Af 3 Ss FN TABLE NO. 194-A: This table 
i eit = aa ” ” en ee a 

i ag 2 a has a large board 23” x31 Py Ge oe. Bray 

| ies covering the table top. When & Be po, E ; 4 this is used we recommend our i Les PL eee, ef 

} \ Artist Auxiliary Table No. 192 os Ga Pe a 

ke an] in connection, as a cabinet to ~ — 

qe: > hold the artists materials, copy, 
> ipl Ty reference material, etc. This 

aes x | Auxiliary Table No. 192 is fully 

] " described and illustrated on page 

40, Catalog No. 7. 

z : 8 CONSTRUCTION: The con- 
For the Commercial Artist Oe . : 

struction of the above tables is i 

strong and rigid, when set up. 

It is shipped knocked-down in a 

carton to reduce freight charges. 

It is a very si r ‘ e ispa avery simple matter tO rable Nom194-A: with board 23” x 31” 
assemble it. 

MATERIAL AND FINISH: Made of oak and elm with a good light golden 

— oak finish, The drawing board is of basswood and the tilting device is of steel, 

black enameled. 

DIMENSIONS: Width, 32”; Depth, 18”; One drawer 1014” x 1444" x 144" 

inside; One slide 104” x 12”. 

Table No. 194—Drawing Board 18” x 24”. 

Table No. 194-A—Drawing Board 23” x 31”. 

Showing the Tilting Device HOW SHIPPED: Shipped knocked down 

| 

2 ee ay
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Hamilton Drawi fi amilton Drawingand Reference Table No.239 
and No. 239-A 

ae new Drawing and Reference Table DUS TEOVERS 
has been evolved from a study of the ee 

; most efficient methods now in use in the a ee a 
drafting rooms of some of our greatest indus- —————— 

tries. The Western Electric Company has been Le eS ee Meee 

using this type of table with very good success. ‘ pas 5 a ea ca cara 

FOR VERTICAL DRAFTING: This table is ‘ 5 7 Le | eg _ 

especially adaptable to vertical drafting. Modern a\ e/a 

drafting practice shows that in most kinds of I * , 

work, vertical drafting is by far the most efficient ‘ 

and time-saving; eliminating the fatigue incident ‘ = 

to a stooping posture over a flat or slanting 
working surface, especially on large drawings. 

THE SLIDING TOP: As the illustrations will 5 

show, the drawing board top is not only adjust- a 

able in slant and vertically, but has a sliding ae 
feature. This is especially valuable in vertical = 
work, as it enables the operator to adjust the = eee 

board and the work to any convenient height. ? Q 
It is also useful when the board is slanted as, by a 
sliding it forward or backward, different working 
heights are obtained. The top has a forward 
and backward movement of 17”. Front View of Table 

Showing Table No. 239-A wi 2-Drawer i . 239- THE PARALLEL RULE: The drawing board, owing Table No. 239-A with 2-Drawer Unit No. 239-D 

when so ordered, is equipped with a parallel 3 es a ce rea ate 
rule with celluloid edges. The rule is so designed pee Bees See tee esa pea god eG puiare oe 
that it will not drop down when the board is in oe ee CONEES WUDICT GSES TA OR eee Ot re De Ce een ae 

a vertical position. However, it is easily moved. : re sy moved. a TWO-MAN TABLE: It is for two men, in that the oak top is es 
THE STEEL LEDGE: On the front edge of the pecially arranged for referencé material to be used by the man imme- 
drawing board is a steel ledge which is used as a diately ahead of the drafts- 
rest for instruments, etc. in vertical drafting. It man working on the draw- ——eEeEeEeEEE————— 
is, when pulled out, 1”x214%” in the clear, and ing board. He in turn no S = is S 3 

has a flange to prevent instruments from drop- will use the table in his ge Une Nowe 
ping off. When not in use, it is pushed back rear for the same purpose. Lee Height to tep of Le. eae 
Sur eye THE REFERENCE SUR 4 ) ee Height 10 top of 

FACE: Under the draw: U hearse table, 30” 

ing board and at the rear is a space. “ 
ce aan ; for reference material, 25%” deep. - 
tor yenmicat 1} | There is an oak rail 2” high at the 

varie Te rear of this surface, which is also 
Ae equipped with a'dust cover. 

Le DUST COVER THE FOOT REST: This is a solid 
KEY, Nee age: oak board, 10” deep, protected on foo 

eh Neary BeNTOUNG CLAM. ays suntace the front edge by a brass angle. The 
oT tea ox a 7] foxmermnce, | rear cross-rail may also be used as a 

pervert foot rest by the man ahead of the 
Hi FH | fae os is also protected by a Rear View of Table Showing Use of 

yh rass angle. Unit No. 239-E 

SIwsmomenrs |, LLL} THE TWO-DRAWER UNIT NO. 
239-D: This unit contains a tool drawer 121/x24/yx4//y" inside, with a steel sliding 
tool tray 934x13!14x114” and a special holder for ink bottles. The drawer side is 
cut out for easy access to the bottles. The large drawer has a follower block and 

Sree ie ——— ae is for a letter or catalog file. This unit may be 
| Bet | | |] | Wt | 1 faced toward the front or rear of table as desired. 

a =| | | raliall eee ars ie | THE ONE-DRAWER UNIT NO. 239-E: This 
| T | | | unit is shown on the rear view of table. It is for 

| Lg eee e eo +++ l Lp serene are) and i a drawer 4475x24%4x 
EZ SB | IE | 4%” inside. his unit is also equipped with a dust 

{ agit a || || fie) 
ferent he | rr i as : 

ee ea 0 Roo DIMENSIONS: Drawing Board Top 36x54x1 ih”, 
a EA ee Bi A Height when level 41”, body of table 30” high. 
—_ a) (= 4 : pee Ay 
a —- - tT MATERIAL AND FINISH: Body of table of oak, 

No. 239—Table only, without No. 239-D or No. 239-E Units. light golden oak rub finish; drawing board pine, 
No. 239-A—Table with 2-Drawer Unit No. 239-D. eee eee 
No. 239-D—Two-Drawer Unit. No. 239-E One-Drawer Unit. HOW SHIPPED: Shipped set 7 
No. 238—Reference Table (No drawing board top—no units). tached. : DUES SE Pai sen aer 

ADR. CIR 40 1-30—15M TORE CO ee Be AT a Ps a RT OR: Sec ane ee ae



Drafting Room Furniture 

Article No. ARTICLE Page No. 

Drawing Tables, Stools, Etc.—Continued 

220-258 Hatnilton 4-Post; Drawing; Vables-. 2 29-31 
250-B Detailers: Table: with Reference Danks cu 2a eee cas 32 

DIO-A tots) Dragingi lable Dust Cover(s: iss ie eae eric iere 33 
AA OA OO Tooledbraye monn eek ce teaMie ONS Ses tee ee ences 33 

269 Slidine bono Attachment: case vot cere see itr ceca 33 

Drawing Boards, Parallel Rules, Etc. 

126-128 MD ire ini UR ter usecase US Ope Ne ane aes 34 

298-299 fnclined' Drawing Boards <ia ok ioc creer et 34 

Q 270-294 Styley Aibraqwinays Boards tector eats pies tbe ee ee 34 
300-322 StylewB Drawing Boards-checis ul a ee ee La, 34 
330-351 Diyle D Drewming Boatds 2s ee 3) 
360-367 StylenEalOrawingn Boards) wali iue ae a en Oe 35 
370-381 Style cl Drawing: Boards yeaa Nes ON net 3) 

46 Parallel Rule Attachment 2 2 ste ee 36 

57-58 Straight Edges for Parallel Rule Attachment.............-....---------- 36 
5983-5991 Pye writer) ables ccc ce csuel a aye cashed ean Mapai ence a7 

180-182 Woodeniilorses: 2c ie tenses pe amt asi ad ust Sad vty 37 
15 Blamilton: Roor-Radl (Protector ace en we 37 

Artists Equipment 

1830-1860 SteeliiSectional Arc: Bile aun laiiaha ee kee ee Se 38 
15 7-ACL 8-7 ideal- Universal Artists Tablesia sua eae eae 39 
185 ‘Bart;Combination. Drawing. able a ea 40 
192-193 Artists Auxiliary lable; (@abinet) =. vase ae ae 40 

207-210-A Astists ables (Cast Iron Base) ico ee 41 

535 Artists) Mable | (47Lep Style) cu uke al ae 41 
4-10 Polen plana ct A Nt aS IA ee Ree RTE el AN 3a 41 
430-436-P Hamilton-Hoffman Drawing Stands (Tubular Base)............... 42-43 
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Ee eS : = ee ‘ Bla 7 

| — : : 4 a WE 0 — . = S | Tp 

BE as Z a ed \ iE | i oe | | 

| 3 Z| aes — 
| E ee — 
| a z 5 ee = an 

al 2S = ae Se a ee Ake Farr omen 

= SS ae a a ee a ee 4 
i a ae A mp ot * 

ee ee er ee 

: | The Hamilton-Calumet Planfile System | 

For some time past, and at great expense, we have been perfecting a new and more efficient system 
of plan files. 

One of the outstanding developments of this new equipment, is the one inch drawer file with a | 
semi-mechanical tracing lifter. This patented device makes every sheet a top sheet. It makes it 7 
just as easy to remove the third or fourth sheet from the bottom of the drawer as it is to remove | 
the top sheet on any other file. | 

The principal cause of wear and tear on tracings is the pressure of the sheets above the one to be | 
removed or refiled. This has now been eliminated, and also the filing capacity of your floor space 
greatly increased. 

The storage or shelf-filing unit is especially designed to conserve floor space when filing semi-active | 
or inactive tracings. A great saving is effected, and yet every tracing is instantly available. 

A complete catalog illustrating and describing the Hamilton-Calumet Planfile System is now being 
printed, and will be available shortly. 

Ask for Catalog No. 8. ® | 
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@ MEMORANDA 

Page Thirty-two 

On page 32 we show a new type of drawing 
table with an adjustable reference bank. 

We have recently perfected a table with a 
sliding reference bank and other new features. 
This table is unique and unlike any other 
table on the market. We were unable to 
show this new item in this catalog, but we 

will send complete information to anyone 

upon request. 

Page Thirty-eight 

We call your particular attention to the new 
Sectional Art File shown on page 38. This 

: a Art File will‘save money, conserve your art 
Y work, and systematize your art records. 

Page Thirty-nine 

On page 39 we show an artist’s table, which 

has now been further improved with new 
features. 

| 
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